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\-'iThe Franklin Institute Research Labo atories (FIRL) conducted. an

engineering evaluation of the Optacon (OPtical to' TACtile CONverter), a

a reading aid for the blind !Which 'senses the, contrast. of printed text

'with a hand. (right) held camera and converts the information to a one

to one tactile presentation via a 6 x 24, array of! 'tiny piezoelectric

,re Monitored by the left indefinger. The s.tudy was conducted for

ate Offi of Education, Department of Health, Education andWelfare

under contract number OEC-0-72-5181. Tasks performed included: user

evaluation, optical, electrical, mechanical, production costs, life

test, reliability and field trips (to support apara\lereducation evalu--

ation conduCted by the American Institutes;for Research and to gain hum .

factor use data). This study concludes that the OptacOn is a viable

tool for motivated individuals with unimpaired tactile capabilities

and is basically sound in Its design. A host of recommendations are,

presented for'optimiiation of future,generations. -Future research should

be directed at freeing one hand for holding material to be read, elimina-

tion of noise generated by the bimorph stimulators and conversion of the'

output to Grade 1 Braille.

fi
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SUMMARY'

.

Thie repOrt is the culmination of a fifteen'montn study de§igned

to evaluate the Optacon from an engineering point ofview. Tasks were

divided into a user study an optical evaluation, electrical evaluation,

mechanical evaluation (including affects of,environmental parameter's) a

production cost study, reliability carculations, laboratory life, tests

and periodic field trips to monitor equipment status used in an educe

tion evaluation conductedby the American Instituteslor Research.

field trips also offered an opportunity to gain valuable 'insights f dm

students, teachers, administrators and the facilities available fo the.

f-C34*,

project.

Key personnel reviewed Stanford.University's (developers Of the

Optacon) progreas reports and publications and then visited Tel sensory

System Incorporated (manufacturer of the Optacon) for a compre endive

tour of their facilities and detailed discussions which were aimed,

at; making FIRL aware of experiences gained-by -the manufacturers which
-
might prove germane jo our studies. Close rapport was maintained with

the education, evaluators to 'generate :forma and-questionnaires which

would yield data useful to both §tudiea.

Teams of personnel were organized:for specific studies under the

direction and coordination of the principal investigator. The Optacon

itself receivemost attention because the peripheral equipment is used

for training purp6als only. The following is a brief summary of the

Methodology employed and the. results generated by each team.

USER STUDY: Data was generated by\the students,- teachers and adminis-

trators at the 14 education evaluation sites around the country as well

as from approximately 40 blind adult Volunteer; recruited by FIAL. This

task force integrated this. data with their experienced .gained through

the conducting of the study, onNsite observations and their professional.
. .
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backgrounds. Major pro lems noted included.the fact, than the Optacon

requires two hands for operation (therefore, anything that has to be

held cannot be read),_thecame.ra and camera cable are difficult to

store and are subject to d mage, the Optacon X. a right handed insttlu,

/ment and the noise generate by the bimorph stimuldtors is objectdble.

In addition, a potential user_must'be motivated to ledrn the techniques,

must have unimpaired tactile abilities and must have. significant re-

/ sources available for both the equipment and training. A host of sug-
,

/. gestions fdf improVementsAn con cols and carrying case designs are

presented in detail in SeCtion 2. Future research should be aimed at a

one hand model (would not only fre one hand but would ey.minate problems
-

%

of left .handed users),-allernate met ods .of tactile presentation (to

eliminate noise, oir possibly minimize it with lower frequencies) and the

advisability of multiple finger keadin . The Optacon was almost unani-

mously judged by the -users to be a syste useful to them in their daily

lives. Requiring them to return Optacons they borrowed for their evalu-

ation was not a pleasant task.

OPTICAL EVALUATION: This study looked at each element of the camera

individually and at 'ts function in the overall system., Emphasis was

placed on environme dl'affects, maintainability, reliability and cost

factors. overaiI, the optic et system is considered well designed. Re-
.

commendations'include suggestions for easier assembly and maintaineace

(See Section 3). In addition, the scanning head is not properly keyed

to avoid improper connection. This problem is easily alleviated by re-

locating a slot on the mating connector.
'

CLECTRICAL EVALUATION! A detailed study of'the schematic diagrams was

conducted to evaluate the soundness of design. Choice of compOnents

and fabrication echniques.were evaluated and the circuit layout wes

0/studied. The p taeon was judged to be soundly designed. Some minor.

problems were noted. Recommendations included shockproof bimorph pin

.better yields on retina'Ohips and afield maintenance kit including ex-

tender cables. Other suggestions are aimed at reducing cost of mdnilfac-
,

ture and increasing reliability by better manufacturing techniques. (See
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SeCtion 4). Future-studies should be to develop a self. scanned.camera

to minimize the number of wires required ini,the connecting.cable and to

reduce the voltage requirement and completl.ty'8fthe bimorph array.

MECHANICAL EVALUATION: This studY,lookedZat'he Optacon's ability to

withstand normal use and anticipateOmisuse including expected environ-

',ment 1 extreme conditions. Some Specific notes. are reported in Section

5 to eliminate:nuisance repairs ,(stripped screws, bent.pins, loose parts)

and tb enhance the capabilitylbLthe components to withstand abuse. En-

vironMental testing included noiativressUre envirOnment (eimulatq,&

aircraft teansportation), htgh.arig low-temperature e*treies'includi

humidity coitrol storage inchities under extremes), temperature shocii'
,.

tests (quick changesyibrgtIOnteste and 'mechanical shock tests. Tbek_

Optacon withstoOd all ,anticipated 'misuse,extremes.Withs no nsticeabNe
.,,v . , ,

affects on performance.
"Qt

PRODUCTION COSTS: This stUdraddressed.allphases of the production,

process with emphasis on .cost savine,techniques. It rooked at teach_ in-

ctividual vart and offered suggestions to; ,reduce cost and increase refl.:-
,

.ability. by adjusting specifiCations'and better material selection. Re-

commendations inclUde the!uve of molded plastic partS,,furahfr design

changes to minimize the numhef o,f' arts and efforts to increaseproduction

rates. See Section:6 f ) r details.

LABORATORY LIFE TESTS: FoUP,-Optattns, four Visual Displays and one
,.

Casette Trainer were subjected'to life tests designed to simplate ex-.
-.y

tended, usage and to exerciaallsubsyStems in a realistic manner. Daily
,i.

, .

tests were conducted to pinpoint. failures. Some minor nuisance failure&

..
. ,

are noted in Section 7.. battery failure was frequently noted but'sub-

sequent calculations provecithe battery to have a very acteptableolife .
4

time. Users should be cautioned that extended shelf storage-Will deplete`.

the battelry voltage but that state does not indicate, ailure as the batteries'

-40

readily respond to rechargin

RELIABILITY:. This sudy consisted of an eltperimedtal determination of

the mean - time - between'- failure (MTBF) of the Optacon: Vigual4Display and #

t
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`Casette Trainer. Lack of failures in the lab life tests made' meaningful

calculataonS difficult. Contradictory information from field tests

(numerbus*tailures) indicated a poor MTBF (41 hours). It is cobjectured
4.

thatequipment use reporting was riot complete. Therefpke, the results

of' this study (Section n-Whas to be considered to be A first approxima-
.

hon-to "reliable" reliability data. Fbrther data inputs will tend to

maximize confidence in the results.

.

FIELD TRIPS: FIRL personnel visited all field sites (14) at the begin7

hing, at the midpoint and atthe conclusion of the education evaluation.

These trips Were Made to ensure that equipment was operating properly:

It also afforded FIRL scientists the 'opportunity to interview and Ob-
.

serve program participants and their facilities. This information was

extremely valuable in making all the subtasks more meaningful. (See

Section

2
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Franklin Inititute Research Laboratories (FIRL), under cqntract

No. OEC-0-72-5181, has conducted an engineering evaluation of a reading

aid for the blind called'the Optacon, a name taken from its functiondk

description as an OPtical to TActile CONverter. The systemi'employs.a

hand guided'camera which is'capable of sensing rinted text (typiCal

typing). The camera employs a photo array an .,transmits the information

over a flexible cable to an electrOnica processing package (about the

size of a tape recorder) which is either battery or AC operated. The
I t

information, in Ole form of the printed text, is presented'to the user

viaa 6 x 24 array of piezoe'reCtrIc reeds which he monitors with the

distal phalanges of his left index finger. Equipment includes a.camera

tracking aid for beginners, Visual Display for teaching purposes and a'

Cassette. Trainer for presenting lesson material. The study was conducted.

for [he Department of Health Education end Welfare's (DHEW) ,Office--of ""- /.

Education (OE). OE also supported Stanford University's basic develop

mental research in reading aids for the blind which resulted in the

Optacon (Grant' No. 0-8-071112=2995 [607]). Telesensory Systems Incor-

porated (Est) is currently manufacturing the devices to make them avail-

able to the public. In addition to our engineeting study, the American

Institutes for. Research (AIR) conducted a parallel human factors evalua7

tion and training program by enlisting the aid,of fourteen. sthools around

the country. Tti'iS report is the result of a cooperative effort with TSI,

AIR and OE. TSI manufactdrea all eqdapment, distributed it, to the 's

schools, conducted follow=up seminars, performed all maintenance, sdp-
.

plied all technical support data and cooperated in every, manner': VII

selected school. sites, developed training manuals, trained teachers on

s±te aneevaluated results. AIR
,
also worked closely with FIRL in gather-

ing teliabillty data and solvingproblemsasthley developed. Our Study'

Of the Optacon and its support equipment included a user study, an optical

1-1

.16
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evaluation, electrical evaluation, mechanical evaluation, study'of pro-
. ,

duction\costs, laboratory life tests, development of reliability data

and periodic field trips to the fourteen field sites to ensure. that 'the

equipment was operating properly. Emphasis of our,siludY was placed' on

reducing the cost of the Optacon and increasing its xeltability, usabil-

ity and maintainability.

This report is designed to present detailed information on the pro-,

cedures used by each team of evaluators, their results and their recom-j"

mendations.. There exists some 'overlapping of gffort between groups

because problems are related. Each Section concludes with a "Summary

of Recommendationg" for those readers interested in specifio conclusions

of.individual teams. 'The overall summary suffices for' those_ readers in-

terested in general conclusions.

.10

fit

A

1-2
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2.1 STUDY RATIONALE

USER EVALUATION

4
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FIRL'condUcted a thorough human factors syk s.analysis of the

Optacon and the user context. This analysis involved the user /control

interface As well as safety and what might be termed "first echelon

maintenance." In addition, operational effectiveness and Versatility

is reported.upon:

A
These analyses were conducted with the aid of approximately forty

blind userlYbottadult and school age. These people were recruited by

MIL for the purposes of this evaluation.. Inrgeneral they did not re-
0

-ceive fartal training on the kise of the Optacon. Their spdcial insights

in respect to general handling and use of the unit proved,most useful.

In .addition, the blind, children, teachers -and school-adminisfrators
0

who part .tcipated in the Office of Education's. Education Evaluation. (con-
4 ,

dutted by the American Institutes for Research) were interviewed by FIRL.

The interviewers were guided by, although not restriatedgi,to,,the, luces- .

a
tionnaire outlines developed for that specific purpose: The blind adults

. -
inthe FIRL study were loaned Optacons. In Most-cases, they did receivee^

lessons,qn the Optacon from those who had training. Lt Was,not the in-

tent of this study to monitor reading prowess; however, general informa-

t1on in.ehattegaed was of interest. A written report containing comments

o1h the soundNess of design, safety; maintainability and other pertinent

obseryations were requested of each user. In most cases, the'blind adults

were technically oriented (computerprogramming, engineering; short wave

radio operation, etc.) and therefore were aCcustoMed.to handling; and

evaluating electronic equipment. The two"non-technical" evaluators.pro-

vided invaluable information from different standpoints; one,!_of the.

evaluators was a Braille instructor, .the Other a recently blinded salesman.,

2-1

18
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.Virtually all evaluators concluded that the Optacon is a viable

tool which opens many avenues for the blind. Their comments for im--

Rrovement-are summarized to the following text.

Finally, FIRL staff contributed many suggestions and observations

as a ffesult of experienCes gained through their involvement with this,

project.

2.2 OVERALL DESIGN AND USER CONTEXT y

This analysisyas-Concerned specifically with the user/instrument

interface. In regard to convenience and ease of operation, we first

looked at the control knobs (thresh\d, intensity..).......,The control knobs

are located on the front-fighthand side of the Optecon. This placement
k

derffiits tshe user,to adjust the controls with_the thumb of the left hand,

allowing the reading fingcrAleft index) to remain on the'vibrator array .

to'PObserve the effects of control adjustment' This method also frees

A=the right nand for camera operation (scanning print, etc.). In essence,

tpis treatesa human closed loop control system which allows the indivi-

dual. Optacon user to act and react to the reading situation at hand.,

Most users have no complaints. about control knob location, although.
. .

some find their thuMb's position awkward and. fatigUing." The size of the

'user's hand is probably a factor in determining comfort and efficiency in

this-case, as it is for many of the other miner operational problems.

One-of the most common complaints. was that;the Op Bacon user could mia-
,

takenly b mp one.or both of'the control. knobs.th the thumb. This
,O

problem w s considered an annoyAnce, but many believed that the'fault

was in.the inexperience of the User and not the Machine design:.

Extending the range of. the intensity control Was suggestea'by two

studentsbut most felt the range and sensitivity of this Ontrk was

sufficieqt.
`A

The.range of,the'thieshold control drew no complaints, although the

sensitivity was considered ,by some as "too touchy:" This prdhlem would

be soivedby replacing,the single turn threshold potentiometer with a'

-
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'multiturn potentiometer of the same value. This modification"Would
.

allow the same range of threshold adjustment, butWoUld reduce the rate

of threshold change, with knob rotation. A tuktitUrn adjustment knob,

however, may remove a subtle feature'of the existing Optacon noted bY,-

many of the Optacon'readers. They suggest that if the reader has a

variety of materials that are commonly read (i.e. newspapers, magazines,

. computer printouts),, he may save adjustment time in jumping from one .

type to another if he remembers the position of-de adjustment knobs for

the particular nateria intends t read (e.g'newspaper threshold

`1 o'clock, intensity 212 o'clock). as also'been suggested that as

an aid Co this method, the manufacture ould place tactile \indicator

dots around the adjustment knobs and on e zoom slide, to help the

reader accurately and quickly set the cont ols. Or perhaps, one could

incorporate a step-wise adjusting system, that is; grooved Tps for.

incremental changes instead of a smooth transition.

The majority opinion of those questioned was that the operation,

resolution and placement of the vibrator array was good. 1Seeral felt

the Optacon shdhld come in both right handed and left handed. models.

Coffiments were made about insufficient resolution; a problem particularly

noticeable with characters containing diagonal features. A few individ-

wain suggested that the field ofview presented by the vibrators was too'c

confining. It was felt that the tracking task id particular and reading

.:11 general would be improved with the additional information a wider
or.

field of view would provide.

One individual suggested that the hand cavity on the Optecon be*

deepened for perSons with hands too large to seat properly.

7 .

.The cables for the visual display, the cassette trainer and the

Optacon were too short. The problems created by the'short cables' were

simple though numerous. The short AC coed frokthe Optacon could be
- -64$.used with an extension cord, but this :Would reduce the safety benefits

of transforting the `voltage (from 110, VAC to'-7,5 VDC) at the AC source-
.

The short cable from the visual display td the Optacop created a sp4cQ
- ,
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problem Optacon reading material and visual display bad to fit on a

single des and a& inconvenienceto the teacher (thefrteacher was unable

to set the vi 1 displays together to'provide an of icient view of all
.,

.

the students' work. The teacher had to scan the-room', looking from one
, ,

visual disp ay to another.). The shortness of,the.master/slave"eables

and the c ssett2 'trainer cables forced /the students to work
i
in elbow

.

.
.

...;

bumping proximity. i

r
.,

he-cable connectors for the isual display.and the casstette trainer

1

'41

difficult to connect.(for the ighted teacher as well as the student).

e connectors are "force fit," which means that the connection'is main-'

tained byjriction and has no locking mecha ism. 4
* 1

' 1 ..4 - i

The eamira cable tends to become tangded and twisted with use. 'This
. y ,,

is an indonvanience to"the user -and a strain on the cable wiring. While

. ,.,-.storing,theveamera cable in the Optacon, the US& must fold the cable
Y

and place it in the camera storage well while attaching the Liiiera to
, .

.

its holdet4 this- is a difficult task, and modifications should .be made
.

.

,for'simpl icati,o0;d. TS' has iecently studied a'housing box for the camera
"v

os

DnaTrOwsAole.cord to be wrapped ground the box for storage.
v

The -off switch and the invert switch drew no complaints, and

were judged cdnvenient and easy to operate. The on-off switch for the

visual display drew many comments from,the Optacon teachers. The switch

is. prone to damage during transportation of the visual display. TSI has

been replacing the damaged switches with,a new "low-profile" version

which 'will sobie the problem.

The battery condition button is rare used arid, therefore,. drew 'no

..

nificant comments or suggestions. The ch -condition of the battery
,

is indicated by changes in pitch of the vibratOr, zzyhile" the battery-
-

.

condition button is being operated.

The-sige and-Shape of,the camera module was judged, nearly unani-

mously, as satisfactory. However, when asked if improwewts could, be

made to'the size d shape, nearly all those ciuesti ned answered "yes"
add

and made specific comments. Many 1011/the smaller chi n suggested that

f.
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tl size of the camera be reduced for easier handling. While asmajority

fe that h lding the camera while readin was not fatiguing, most said

the task was awkward and felt this was du to the shape of: the camera.

A difficulty elating to camera shape is ;he tendency of'many to tilt

the camera, r suiting in the improper alignment of the characters on the

vibrator disp aye The amount of difficulty enLuntered varies among

users and is,a function of th user's particular grip of .the gamera.

This tilt tendency isithe greatest among those who grip the camera fulli

on the cabld end, the grip that is nurtured by use of the tracking aid,

therefore learned early-in*training. Those who grip, the camera between

their thumb, and middle finger have the least amount of difficulty. In

order to reduce the awkwardness and difficulty in aligning the camera, a

standard grip should be recommended for use early in Optacon training.

The "thumb, middle finger" grip seems to be the most' acceptable This

'method alsO frees the first finger forPoperation of the zoom lens.

, The retina module, as pointed out by one adult user, can be removed

fyo e camera housing,
/reveysed and replaced. The result of this opera-

.

tion is t Invert (gedmetricallY) the retina, causing the characters to

be displayed u ide down. This ip a minor problem, and no actual damage

is done. Keying tare retina module so that,it cannot be replaced incor-

rectly would bp a minor modification.

The camera, aperture is located about,1/2 inchlrom the top of the

.camera module. A few of the users commented thlitt the camera should have

tactile markings on it to indicate the location of the aperture. The

manufacturer apparently believed that the user should be aware of the ,;;.

aperture, for he did engrave the camera to indicate the location, but

the engraving either is not mentioned in the training or is too weak a
.

tactile sigparfor, the user. The most probable reason is the former and

should" be easily .corrected Or the future.

Difficulty has been eicprdssed'in reading near the binding in certain

books; particularly paperbacks. Two types of problems have been dentioned

by the users. In-books with small margins, the characters nearest to

the binding are often unreadable because the camera module is physically
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blocked and, therefore, unatile to.cover the characters. The second prob-
.

lem is the difficulty in keeping the camera coupled to the tifVed portion

of the page which leads to the binding. This problem is' sually an in-

convenience because the characters nearest. the binding/Can be,read, but

in these cases it is an inconvenience for ,..very line f,the'book and will

probably slow down the reading speed and certainly add a bit of frustra-

tion to the reading. Both of these pioblems are considered by FIRL as

serious. Solutions are possible but would seem to require a major

change in the camera's optical design; which would surely be more complex

and, therefore, increase the manufacturer's. cost. For, the present, this

situation must be regarded as a design limitation.,

The camera's zoom adjustmentlocated on the far side parallel to

tthe reading surface, is conveniently situated. It is also easily aOusted.

The users realized that the zoom lens and the threshold:adjnstment were

interactive but felt this was only a slight complication. A few readers

hump the adjustment occasionally; but most have no difficulty in readjus-
,:

ting. Notched step -wise movement weulealleviate this problem also.'

he range of the zoom is unsatisfactory to.many.' The complaints were

c;

,

-,,
,.

usually that the users ould not.read'larger type (book titles, labels,

neWspapers, etc.). An adaptet' to effectively Increase the zoom range
4 0

would be most welcome.

Although,'in general, the leather carrying case rarely genera*ed
' -

meaningful comments,. a few important suggestions and.comments were made.

The carrying.case should be designed to allow the Optecon to be protected

from damage under all possibleveather conditions. The present design

does notnot satisfy'this need...

,

The cover flap, when unbuttoned ferr Optagon use, falls towards the

141user and t s an obstacle to free hand movement. 'Common field so tion6

are either to remove the carrying casg.or to fold the flap:nnder the
,

, -

JSptacon. NeAther:is a satisfactory 'solution. The former pis not popular

because thCusers feel that the carrying case provides / protection for the
4 -

CostlywinstrUment In addition, the cycle of taking the case Off. and
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putting it on is both aq4difficult task and dangerous to tht instrument.

The common technique of removing the Optacon from its case is as follows.

1
First, the cover must be unsnapped from the Optacon and 11 cables de-

tached. Then a finger has to enter the back of the cas and push out

the Optacon, while the other hand must try to obtain a secure'grip and

then pull the Optacon from the case. The latter field solution is not

iddal because it requires that the flap be folded under the Optacon,

thus creating an unstable base. A suggested solution is to,ideiign the
' \

coyeefIap so that it could fold back and fasten on to the top\ of the
,

Optapon. This would require fairly minor changes to the existing design.

The ra+ Of adjustment for the carryingCase strap is saidto be.

tot, small.

A pogch in order to carry the battery charger and other ac'cess'ories

would be a, welcome modification to the carrying case design.'

An importantopanufacturing criterii is the production of items sa's

that-the _quality and characteristics of the indiVidual items are closely

patched. This relates,to the Optacon in that a person who ha,learned

and developed skills in reading while using a particular Optacon should

be able to use that ability at the same level on othqr Optacons.

While most usera, now. and in the future, may have access to only..one

Optacon, the present program-has-allowed a situation to exist where several

people have each used different Optacons. In general the manufacturer's

quality control has been judged satisfactory. A person reading with one

Optacon can read with another. The effects of the adjustments have

approximately the_same sensitivity and range. Many readers, however,

. did have a,preferefice and felt that, While all the Optacons Were satis-

factory, some were better than others. The descriptive term used most

often was "clearer." ItT is believed that this problem is due(to a lack

of quality control in the length of the vibrators. On many.units the

vibrators extend above,,the finger plate when no video is present. This

produtes "noise" in the vibrator's character display..
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2.3 EXPOSURE TO. HAZARD R INSTRUIIENT DAL1AGE

:2.3.1 'Electrical Hizards

F43435'
A

Ihe:general design was,, udged safe. The battery charger is such

that the 110 V AC is converted. to a lower voltage ( :5:TDC) at the AC

source and, therefore, eliminates, the higher voltage on the power'line,

to the Opiacon.

Plugging the charger into is 110 V wall socket IS potential4 hazard-/

ous. The hazard is greater than plItgging in typical appliances (lamps,.

-tape recorders, tc.) becauseof.the large size of the plug-transformer

'(approximately a 2-inch'cube).

Several users have received shocks from the Optacon. While these

shocks were possibly not harmfdl (see Electrical Evaluation--Bimorph

'Stimulators), they certainly discouraged use of thd Optacon,

/11P 2.3.2 Other Hazards

A

t

The Optacons are relatively free ofosharp edges, rough spots or

other potentita hazards. Few areas have been found that may even be

classified as fairly sharp or mildly rough, etc. The possibility of

any type 'of. injury is small and serious injury imprdbable.

2.3.3 Exposure to Instrument Damage

The Optacon 's exposure to instrument damage, as far astheuser is

concerned, is mainly in handling (see Mechanical Evaluation and Optical

Evaluation for comments on packaging) As in mostinstruments,-there:is7

a direct-relationship between an item's possibility of damage and its

handling time. The moie,an"ttei is used and h filed, the greater the

possibility of damage. In the Optacon the most ha led item is also,

unfortunatelyi one of the moitAdelicate4,this is the camera:-:The camera

is very light and about 3" X 1/2" X 1/2"; it is attached eo a cabie__

feeding i'ppo the main OptaconNhottsing.\. The' users ha e oftem-dropped or

bumped the camera (often' the camera ne ds repair after such a bump or

2-8
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drop) a d are likely to continue to do so in the future. The situati

is not i eal. In normal operation both hands are occupied., The-left

hand is Constrained somewhat, resting on the vibrator array; the right,

hand,is continuously moving the camera. The camera is small and fairly

light. The reading is usually performed while seated at a table or desk.

Therefore, the scanning activity gives a high probability of occasionally

dropping the -camera. 'The left hand is not in a po4 sition

camera. The camera s light, small and easy to move and the camera is

high off the ground. While the twisting cable andithe difficulty of

replaCing the camera for storage4both design inadequacies mentioned

previously) may _have compounded the problem slightly. This problem seems

to be. an intrinsic characteristicof the system and could not be easily

designed but, although sl).ght improveMentscoul&be made (for example,

the camera could be made sturdier and therefore able to withstand the

ablise to which it ip boliAd to be 'subjected).

to catch the

Other possible

are unnecessary_ and

carrying case. ,For

remove and subjects

cAditions which ibe Optaqbn is, exposed to d m

can be solved, with design modifications of the

instance, the leather'carrying casesis difficult to

the Optacon to the possibility of damage due to

dropping. In addition, the leather carrying case should be replaced with

one that-will protect the Optacon in all eypes.of weather, conditions.

One of'the great fears among the users involves theft. The Optacons

are expensive pieces of equipment. 'Their%portability and compactness''

allows them to be conveniently moved about. "This feature makes theft.

fairly easy. The,fear of theft is so strong that in some cases the port-

ability feature is not 'used. It .1s believed that thik methods used in

prevention of theft of electronic pocket calculators eould.be easily ap-

plied in manufacturing.the Optacon (locking to desk, mini- alarm, etc.).
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2:4 EASE AND SAFETYOF FIRST ECHELON MAINTENANCE

2.4.1 User Repairs or Replacement

'The Optacon has not been designed' to allow the user to make repairs
4

or replacements. This isAustifiable because of the sophisticdtion of
"

the system and the 'difficulty of failure analysis. Any repairs should

h; made bra qualified technician.

The page-illuminator lamps and the battery, which many ,of the users

feel shouldOze easily replaceab1e, are actually intended to be Permanent

components. The lamps should live over 40 years(see Optical Evaluation

Page Illuminator) and the .batterits are rechargeable (the batteries-,do

have a'limited life expectancy, but the estimated time between repiate-

ment is one to twO years,. based on a battery:charge cycle life of 300

500 cycles andaie,averags;daily usage of .about three,hours). The user

should be ivenpdditional data concerning battery storage and charging.'

r-C3435

r

For instan e)fmost.uge,0,are not aware of the fact that the battery wilk

self-discharge when rat unused. In factthe battery could self -

discharge as low as 50% of-rated_capacity while stored 'six weeks. While ,

,

the batteries are not harmedthe Optacon owner should be aware that
, .

is to,bsexpected and that it does'not indicate' failure. The users
OP

should aalso be aware of storage-temperature limitations (usUally ranging

from a minimum allowable temperature of -40° F to the high of +140° F).

2.4.2 Cle'anirig

3,

Since the dptadon is largely an optical device and sincelpthe optics

operation is 4usipptil2le to dust alicrcirt, the Optacon should be easy
. .

,for the' user keepclean. The fellowing is a list of the camera com-.

ponehtsi whose looationird construction are described in detail in the

Optical Evaluation section. The list also containecommenis'on the ease

and advisability of-theuser'sattdmpt-lo.clegn the items. (Cleaning Is

defined as.diisting Or gently wiping with t,issUe'paper.)

27
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Rollers--easy

White light diffuser--easy

Retina glass .cover--fairly simple) MUst remove retina module and

. replace correctly.

Mirror--difficult; could be wiped with a cotton swab through the

camera aperture, but alignment is fairly critical and cleaning is

therefore not recommended.

Iens7=extfemely difficult; exposed side'could be wiped with
cotton swab after removal of the retina module, but to clean the
other exposed side would require removal and'subsequent replace-,
ment of several miniature_screws; cleaning not recommended.

The vibrator finger place can be expected to collect dust or other

foreign.materials, but againnthe user cannot easily clean the cover, and

any attempts to'do so are not advised.

2.5 RIE(rTATION

Locating a specifit book, page, paragraph and line on a random-access

,basis with the Optacon is a more difficult task that the same task using

Braille. Probably the most difficult probleis are book and page identi-

fication.

Most books cannot be identified by the cover alone. Theproblems

Jtere are cover layout, print, size and print contr(st'ratio. In a typical

search,'Oe user would actually ignore the cover and turn to a page in

the middle of the book, The user, would then sca near. the top of the

unsuccessful, the user will turn to the fi pages of the boOk.and

rs on every page. Ifleft hand page, in hoOes that the book title

scan, hoping to find the title. Unfortunately, in most, books the, title

is too large to be pickedaup by the Optacon, an the user cannot deter-
. , .

mine the booktitle.

Finding a particular page is ot too difficult since once the 107

cation of the page number is determined .(by scanning any page at top.

and bottom), it is consistent throughout the book.. However, finding a

particular section of A book is fairly difficult sinte the task nOrmally

- requires finding and reading th table of contents.% IT OP table of.
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contents cannot be found and read, occasionally the paer can find a phrti-

cular section by scanning through the book and reading the section heading

often located on each right hand page at the top.

So, book and page locatingith the Optacon is difficult compared

with Braille where the cover is easily readable and the page numbers are-
, .

in standard locations. Finding a paragraph and a line with the Optacon
.

Is in principle identical to searching in Braille. The page is simply

scanned, usually from the-top, and the reader skips lines or -paragraphs

as recognized until the, particular paragraph or line is found or passed.

In the latter 'case the reader would repeat the process by backtracking

until the line or paragraph is finally located. Generally this process

would take a longer time with theOptacon and would seem more 'tedious,

but thid is only because reading speeds with the Optacon are presently

slower than with Braille. (HoPtfully with experience, Optacon readers /

will approach and perhaps pass their Braille speeds, although the "short-,

hand" nature of Braille tends tomake the latter i?ossibility improbable.)

Several users feel that a larger field of vfe'is;would aid in tracking

and comprehension. The Optacon has been deliberately designed to present

a single character to the reader. Whether readers Can actually gain

from additional information or whether the additional inputs would appear'

as noipe was not determined under this contract% It is"believed that a

study such as this would, however, be valUable if undertaken by an inde-

pendent tTganiation. An experiment was tried with one of FIRL4s adult

Users, a Braille teacher, to determine whether one could accept multiple

inputs. FIRL presented"the subject with a list Of, words in Braille that

were arranged in a column. The words were justified to the left hand,

margin and were limited to no more than four Braille symbols per line

The Braille teaqber was then asked to scan e column from top to bottom

and to limit-hnrizontal displacement so that each finger\of her reading
.

band fell over a single character only. The teacher foup4,that.she

could indeed read thd words quite easily. While not related directly

to'Optacon reading, and while .the teacher is certainly an above average

2-12
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reader, the experiment indicates that multiple tactile inputs can. be
St

accepted. Stanford University repoited early in the Optacon development

that Multiple finger reading is not advantageous. These facts conflict.

. Y.

ors

2.6 EDUCATIONAL FACTORS EVALUATION

Despite the advantage of allowing the blind to:iead materials other

than Braille, the Optacon presents quite a few problems to the.class-

room, the teacher and the school.- Most of these problems are. generally

fudged minor. In particular situations many of these problems are diffi-

.ult to overcome.

uro

2.6.1 Teacher Training

Except for a few special cases, the teachers had very little diffi-

culty learning. the operation of the Optacon., The diffiCulty rises steeply,

however, if the training is not personal and "hands on." That is, those')

teachers not technically oriented, in order to obtain an adequate under-

standing, require that they are personaly shown and allowed to operate

the Optacon. Several of theileachers felt that a "What'to do when the

Optacon doesn't ". manual of minor trouble shooting would be important

and would render unnecessary many of their calls to the Optacon service

orgNization. Another aid to education would be to have all the

. materials, especially the Optacon instruction manual, in Braille. This

would not only aid any blind teachers or assistants, but would be useful

to the Braille ' readingstudent:

24.2- ClassrooM Setup

When used'in a classroOM fot the instruction of the OptaCon (e.g.

each student would have an Optacon located at his desk), wiring of the

desks would be necessary'to prolong the life of the battery and, there-

fore, minimize the time between replacement. The reason for this is

that insuch a classroom the Optacons would undergo nearly continuous
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usngq and therefore, justify the wiring. Wiring a classroom is.not

difficult-nor is it unusual; take for example, a typing classroom. An,

Optacon in a dbrmal classroom probably would not require special wiring.

frf a large percentage of 'students had Optacons; wiring should be consid-

ered fdr Convenience.) A normal classroom rarely requires-continuous

reading and therefore,/the,00acon could be run from the battery assum-

ing most classes for the day are similar and the Optacon could remain on
N

charge.most of the night.

A common concern among teachers is the lack of 3-Pronged Outlets

(required by the Visual Display) in most schools. TheVisual Displar,

would not be used iR a normal classroom but only in.an Optacon classroom

which should be rewired.

'In a.special Optacon classroom, oversized desks would probably be',

used. This again is not especially expensive or unusual. The Optacon

classroom.can be compared with a typing class which also use larger

desks. A normal blind school or cladsroom will usually already have

oversizeddeaks.as 5.he norm becale of the spaCe needed to operate the

Braille writ ter and it would be expected that at' a mostly sighted school

the blind student may already have been provided with a larger dedk.

-A major problem with the.Opticon in both a normal classroomand an.

Optacon classroom is the high percentage, of "downtime" as seen frompthe.

reliability test-a. The Optacon cannot be expected toirun continuously.

day in and da out The school must either invest in the purchase of

"back-up". uniits (to replace failed units awaitl, g repair) or to incor-
!;

porate the eipected downtime in the course grog am and providethe

st dents with other educational activity while eheir Optacon ip being

re airtid

A serious concern among educators is the effect the noise of the
,

(*team will. have on a classroom. It is pointed out that noise isf

already accepted in many classrooms. The typing class again provides an

example, as does 'computer dlasses (dsingequpment such ds a teletype--

writer). Noise is accepted in other classrooms also as exemplified by

the general acceptance of the Brailler. However, it shou41 also be
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noted that these noises are usually all typing sounds.' These random

bursts of sounds are actdally'Considere4by some as soothing and

to the pleasant sound of, rain and'surf., Thd ;sound of the Optacon however,

is a high pitched buzz which would probably be annoying to many and, surely

not pleasant to anyone.- One adult user states

- ,

"I could not use the InstruMent in my present Job

setting. Wp have two person offices and my 'roommate.
did not think she could get used to the buzz. This

is not to say that I would not isolate myself in ,

some manner if I could use the'Optacon.

.
The last sentence is a common field solution., Most blind people

feel that they would isolate themselves in order to use the Optacon.
.

This cannot, however, .be a solution in the classroom (there is nowhere

to hide.)

2.7 USER ECONOMICS

Besides the initial outlay of funds for the Optacon many other costs

in time and money are involved. A collection of typical costs_ is out-.

lined in the following sub-sections.

2.7.1 Costs of Optacon Training e)

Course Tuition is: $500 at TSI, $300 at New York Lighthouse and

. $700 at the Pittsburgh Guilth The training requires between one and two

Weeks on site. Of course,:the cbst of transportation and rooM.,and board

is a concern and shOuld be calculated by the proppective buyer, It should

also be noted that the'training gets th4)0Ptacon user on the right track,

but the user must' devote many, hours of practice for efficient operation.

2.7.2 Warranty and Service. Contract

J'resently TSI offers a warranty of one year frorkpurchase. This

warranty covers defective parts and offers a service:contract'for $100

,per year. After the first, year the contract is $200 to cover bOth parts

arid labor.

32
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2.7.3' Battery Cost

At present time a replacement nickel cadnium b

$12.96.

2.7.4 Maintenance Turn Around Time '
A

F43435

Of

ttery is priced at

The average number of days for repair'of the ptacon is.estimated at

3.5 days. This data was taken from theJSI report based on data from

September l'972 to June 1973 aS'containedin theity'Service Record for OE

Equipmept." The time for shipment to and from the service center should

be.considered and is a.function of an individual's location with respect

to the service center. ,

2.8 SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS,

a. The threshold, intensity and zoom lens controls should
have notches to enable the user to tea ily locate his
settings. This would enable presetti g-for frequently
read material. This would also aid r covery from

.accidental movement:

b. Manufacture a model for left-handed Operators by
designing e front controls and cas in a "mirror-

/ image" of? t r present configuratiOns.

c. Increase length of all interconnecting cabling, inclu-
ding Taster/slave cables and cassette trainer cable.

Obtain cable connectors for. the Visual Display and
Cassette Trainer for self-guide and alignment'as.weli

,
as loOking'in place.

Improve camergand camera ,uable storage. Retractable
cord and a qixitk disconnect/fastener (instead,of screw
type) should be considered.

f. Includ.sinstructions for gripping the camera while.
readini..'Emphasize "thumb-middle finger" grip.

Key retina module so that itcannot be replaced,
upside-down.

h. Accentuate tactile indicator of camera aperture:,

i. Supply adapter as, optional accessory equipment to
facilitate large. print.

j. Supply all-weather carrying case.

g'.
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. Design case flap rep open over 'topof Optacon and to
snap toward the rear of the unit to facilitate. reading;
while the unit is still in the case.

1. Increase range%of adjustment of carrying strap.

m. Supply accessory pouch to house gattery charger fo;...--1

portability.

n. Improve vibrator quality control to insure that all
pins are uniformly high'.

o. Design vibrators to eliminate possibility of shock (see
Electrical Evaluation recommendations).

Ruggedi e the camera, case. (See Optical & MeChanical
Evaluatio Recommendations).

q. Design carrying case for easier removal of Optaconto
avoid damage in handling.

r. Optional accessory equipment for locking unit ilto desk.

s.- Emphasize to the user in operating instructions, that he should
expect battery depletion due-to shelf storage. Also
caution user regarding storage temperature limitations.
Include optical element cleaning instructions.

Take a fresh look at the advisability of reading with
More than one finger at a time. In addition, supply
"what, to do if Optacon Doesn't" manual for minor repairs.
Al]. material should pe available in Braille.

u. Provide spedial classrooms with proper desk size and

locations. Rewire Optacon classrooms to accommodate
equipment in convenient-locations. Especially,_ provide

grounding lug for 110 VAC lines.

v. Program "downtime" 'into the course outline t
accommodate repair time.

w. Noise elimination' (from bimorph stimulators) is a for-
midable problem unless' alternate forms of tactile
stimulation prove feasible (electrical shock, air puffs
etc) but the noise could be reduced if the frequency
of vibration was reduced. A study to determine the
minimum frequency, acceptable for legible reading should
be undertaken. Skilled readers use much less "intensity"

than do learners. By the same token, they may be just
as adept at perceiving less "frequency."

34
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3.1 SCANNING CAMERA

3.i.1 Zoom tens

The zoom lens consists of thr elements, namely: a doublet lens,

a filtqr and a biconvex lens. These elements are housed
/
in a lens cell.

The operation.of the.zoomconsiSts,of moving the lens cell close to the

page for maximum magnification and further from the page for minimum mag-

nification. As a zoOnk lens it is about the most simple design possible.

The lens cell fits into a slotted piece to which the operating, bUtton is

fastened through the camera housing with a-screw. The .opposite side of

the lens cell has two channels 'which ride.on'lands. Clearance cuts 'are

madei,in it to clear the wfring for the lamps. The slide in which the

upper surface of the lens cell is fitted, and the lower surface of the

lens-cell are lubricated with a 6scous lubricant. Operation of the

zoom lens is very smooeh.

s.

3.1.2 Reading Retina

The reading retina,is housed in a cylindrical container. At one

end is a plain window and at t e other end is the electrical cable per-
\

manently attached. The window erveS to protect the retina dap fiom

contamination by dust and foreign particles. The window is recessed into

the housing so that 'its outer surface is not flush. This hisitte advan-
.

tage of reducing the possibility of accidental contact end th reby avoids

fingerprints during handling. On the other hand, it makes it more diffi-

cult to clean. Since removal of the reading retina housing from the rest

of ,the scanning camera is amaintenance operation, the recessed arrange-

ment is considered satisfactory. ,

The field of view on the page as determined by$he retina.is approx-

imately aa-specified by the manufacturer and lies well within the peri-

meter of the optical aperture. Therefore' there is no vignetting*, and

r.
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illumination uniformity in the image is good.

3.1.3 Page Illuminator

The illumination on the page isyrovided by: two tiny lamps recessed

in the head and located at either side of the rectangular aperture. The

walls of the recess are coated with a` White paint that serves a diffuse -

reflector. the lamps are connected in parallel and the combination is in

series with a I5-ohm resistor that is mou ed on the back of the mirror

bracket. Depending upon battery voltage the voltage.on the lamp is in

the neighborhood'of 3.5 volts. 'The lamps (Chicago Miniature #6152) are

rated at 5.0 volts-and .a life. oU5000 hours. At 3.5 volts, life.shouldt

be extended about 72 times, which equates to about 40 years. Hence, the

bulbs shoUld last the life of the unit unless physically damaged. Never-

theless, one.of the bulbs was covered withopaque plastic in, a test to

determine whether the unit is still usable with only one lamp.

It was found that the operation with the illumination of only one

lamp was essentially the same as with both lamps efts.; readjustment of

Etre threshold control

4:1.4 ScanniAg Camera As a Unit

Some added description of the camera unit as assembled remains. The

optical- path Ludes a front-surfaced mirror, whichisepoxied-to a metal

bracket. This mi r is located directly above the main'aperture, and is'

protected from o6tside it by virtue of being behind the aperture. A

protecti e glass cover ove the aperture would protect both this front-
- -

,surface&mirror and the lamps. However, such a glass cover may have

greater disadvantages. It would have to be recessed so as not to be

scratched by, rubbing on the paper being read; and, if it were cessed,

it would be both a dirt-catcher and difficult to clean. If du t were to

deposit on the mirror, it is likely it would deposit on the le s also.

In such a case, the scanning camera should be disassembled for cleaning

of all optical suifaces.

36
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The reading retina housing disconnects fry the rest of the scanning'",

camera by a bayonet type of disconnect. T e. onn tor slots are symmet-

rical, and it is possible to make an d connection. If this is

done, the display presentation is upsidedown and backwards. It would be

:better if the connection could only be made the normal way.

. 3.2 DURABILITY

Durability,tfthe optical components of 'the systemcan be assessed

on the basis of physical effects; optical effects and electrical effects.

2.1 Physical Effects
.

The main optical aperture of the allowsaccest to

the interior, and through it dirt and moisture could be admitted. Dirt

is not likely to be aoproblem unless the scanning camera.is used in

very dusty atmosphere or'on dusty paper. Even so, the Mirroiand lens

are so far recessed that they are not.likely,to be contaminated by dust

7

under ordinary usage.

Moisture may be a problem if the scanning head is, for example, used

outdoors in very humid weather. Under conditions where eye glasSes would

fog, themirror surface would also be liable to fbg. Although complete

sealing of the unit would reduce. or eliminate this condition, such sealing,

' would not only increase the cost but add another optical window which

would also be susceptible to dirt and/Dr physical damage.

The pDasible damaging effects'of sunlight on the reading retina can

be considereld. The optical aperture, being about 0.6 cm.in diameter, has

in area of about 0.28 em. Sunlight at the earths surface is 100 MW
d.

cm and the optital.transmissiontf sunlight is piobably,less thari 80% due

to the filter., Thus the total power through the aperture into the reading

retina housing is not more than 23 milliwatts if the scanning camera is

directed towards the sun. This power should not cause any objectionable

heat dissipation problem.

3 7
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Power density is a somewhat different consideration. Because the

optics are'not focused at infinity the sun will not be imaged on the

retina; that is, it will be out of focus. Under the worst condition of

minimum zoom, the energy bundle from the sun will fall in a spot of

approximately 2.5 millimeter diameter. The energy density in this sp t

will be about 4701cm. This is still not an excessive level for

short-durations (minutes). However, intentional or prolonged exposure

is-not ret m nded.

Mechanical shock, such as dropping the scanning camera; could cause

a problem. The lenses are held in the lens cell by an end ring which

is press fitted to the. inside circumference of the cell. Under severe

mechanical shock this end ring could fall out, ,releasing the lenses.

d possible effect of mechanical shock would be breakage of

the lamps. Since these are epoxied into place, breakage is minimized.

Direct physical contact with the lamp surface would probably be necessary

.to break a lamp.

Clearance between the r ller and the main frame of the scanning

camera is only a few mils. ile it,is not likely that the rollers would

become clogged with dirt or 1 nt, both rollers can be removed for cleaning

by unscrewing a single flat -heed screw.

Rollers are one piece and an be readily replaced if they become

damaged or corroded., This, is mentioned because one of the rollers of

the- unit/examined had a pitted area. It is likely that Periodic lubrica-

tion of the roller ends, which serve as bearings, will be required.

3.2.2 -Optica) Effects

The oom action is continuous and there is no way of lacking it to '°

a fixed 6r predetermtned setting. The zoom setfilg is adequately stable

from the durability viewpoint. Since all of the optical elements are

recessed or wholly internal, 'there is no probability of scratching the

optical surfaces.accidently. The white reflect-I:ire surface around the

lamp cavity may become less reflective w ging t this can be rene%4ed
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as a part of maintenance. It is not normally exposed to touch by the

user.

3.2.3 ElectricalEffects

glectrically, the scanning camera has adequate durability. The

cable between it and the main unit is permanentjy.attached at both ends

and is resistive to bending,without being too Stiff. The internal electron-
,

ips are adequately prOtected from the expected environment.

ee

3.3 LIFE OF REP ACEABLE PARTS

There are actually no replaceable parts in the usual interpretation

of the term except for the camera head. itself. A bayonet7type of connec-

tor is used between the housing for the lenseS and the reading retina

assembly Thus in the event of.anY-problem with the camera bead, it

could be replaced as a unit. hUs-, lamp burn Out, soiled Or abused opts

including zoom action or roller troubles could be remedied by .replacing

the camera head

3.4 EASE OF REPAIR

The scanning camera is easily disassembled with adequate tools.

'Once the sheet.metal housing is removed the lens cell can be removed.

With the removal of one screw both rollerSoen be-removed..Lamp removal

will require chipping away the epoxy that lues ittp the frame. Repair

of broken or burned out lamps is possib a but somewhat difficult. Since

it will be very infrequent, the method Ikedb,to mount the lamp (in epoxy)

is still considered a good method.

Mirror repair would `consist of'removing the mrroibraCket by Means

of its single retaining screw. Because optical alignMentof theemirror

would be required, it would'be preferable to replace the mirror and

mirror bracket as an assembled unit.

Repair of the reading retina assembly will be difficult. window

.to

a,
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disc has een epoxied into Tlace aid the uni,.t

damaged y attempting to open it. The inter

Unit it appears that to, repair the cabl

repl/ce the reading, retina assembly as we 1. This would be much more

colily than replacing a cabje alone. 'Th s situation could be remedied

would probably be,eve
)
rely

onneCtimg cable enters this

it would be necessary to

Eby fabricating the case in two pieces'instead ofeone. A suggested method.

is to -make one piece of the casing a'hoilow cylinder and the'other piece

a removable end Cap. which attaches to.the end of the.cylinder. These

-/trAtb pieceSwOuld replace the drawn. cylindrical 'cl4p used now, ,in this

way, it'would.be possible to remove thy. end cap to get at the cable term-
.

ination inside the reading retina assembly.

DESIGN ADEQUACY ^

The optics of the scanning head' ap

withadeguate consideration of

ear to have been well engineered

usual'optical. tradeoffs. The

zoom lens is one, of the simpl gt that could bg,, devised. The illuMinalion

level is adequate to activat the sensor. The lamps are powered at

reduced voltage to provide long life. The color filter is reportedly

designed to provide an overall spectral response at the detector that '.-

1

approximates the eye response. In this way, the odntrast-of printing on

4
J -

,paper background will be close -to.what the average'eye perceives. The /
,..

detector array sensitivity allows this otherwise severe,tradeoff, since
.

the lamps emittance and detector response both peak in the nearLinfrared.

ACceptable'tradeofts'have Ueensmade between Simple design, durable

construction, protection from the .environment,and,maintainabili

3.6 COST TO MANUFACTURF

To consider manufacturing, costs

fabricati

itilize r

material

y.

we can,dellneSte between Tim

n, assembly and test costs. The scanning camera appea

ily available and inexpensive materials. There are

used which could obviously be replaced by less.expensi

to sign j. icantly.redu e costs
9'\

in 'quantity production:

le

40
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With regard to. 'fabrication costs! I\ is evident that eveial machin--

'ing operations are required. Since several of the machined pieces ,are
? . ..

small they could be..chea ly fabricated if the machining would be arranged

I

Jo

\

to be done on. seeral. pi ceti,at *nee. .
The lens cell, zoom sl e, end

,

0.aidmtrrorbracket anrr91,10X9end plates are examples of piece that

'could be machined in this way. Th& main apertUre appears cos to
,

i; . sincemachine Sie it is milled out and .has two _bole& fOr the lamps. Some
v. .

* :,. . .

savingin fabrication c Sts:might be realized if this aperture were ,.

stamped out of''sheet met lot- melded fret a tough plastic` such as Texan
.

. -.1. .,

or evenvplon. .,..,
NIC

..,..

Practically all of he machined parts'in theoscanqing camera are of
_...t..u.

a,preislontyp4 that is, 'they,require closee.toleranceS: fite)and im-s.
.,,.,

ashes. They all appear tube papableof prodnction in7quentity so that,.
. r -.- 1.4 ,

diatial set up of the machinfig.equipment Will bear the:brUnt, cif the
-,

eost.- No' custom fitS Appear.to bi neeessiry 4'04 Xlmilachined parts can
-s- ,

.
be.i.tod4ced on prec sion machine-, with a..yery,loWtrejection

,....
_..." . a ,

rate* BiaCk anodize finiehe's -both In side' and outside are an _Optimum

choice for botkaesthetic and `,optical r6aSons.. Since the thicknestsof ,
:'

ti-

-
anodizing"dan beaccurately controlled no unusual tolerance or,fit prob

leaps, should be encountered in Assembly.

In coisideration of assembly costs it'is noted that for.the' most part
,

pieces thqt iequire-individual machining are attached by means of screws..-

to the main ame. FOreconomiCal assembly at least semeof these mach

ine'serews mhos ld be:repiacedwith "quick" fasteners or even eliminited,

For. xample,'fou
t.

By r eating,' two

.j
flat-head machine screws hold the housing cover On;

hl auffice

art of the assem' the alignment of the optical
,

syst o triticelareasexist, which a e he mftibr orientation and

th.,e ea ing retina (ile ation. Mirror :orate ation is likely controlled

in't ee Axes -blYing the mirror to the,wir o braeket in a holding

N:by' tolerances on the bracket fitted'intO,the ain frame and by bend-

ing the mirror bracket after assembly." The only-po asSei4ly operation

I 4'
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would'be the bending of the bracket, and even this might not be necessarye.
if mechanical tolerances are accurately controlled.

Orientation of the reading retina ia probably more critical. Thai=

array must be rotated with respect to the connector bayonet studs so. -

that ts axes are alInged to the page when tcanning camera is mech-

`anically,alighed to the page. In addition, the window disc must also

-match the,spring c ntacts for the lamps when connection is made. In both

instances, it is 1 ely that adequate orientation can be 'obEained.hy

controlling mechanical tolerances,., and making assembly 4n.a jig,

' For post-assembly testing, it should be possible to incorporate
. ,

'verification of the optics with the testing of the whole Optacon.
\

'AN

'3.7 SUIIIIARY AND- 01111ENDATION$

.

RecOmmendd fall into two categories; changes in fabricatiom,-

ant pro
.

isions for care and maintenance.- In the first category

ng:

.

The bayo -type disconnect between the scanninghead and the
readineret assembly should be modified so that the reading
r ina cannot b connected in the wrong 'orientation. This
might OplishedloY,locating the bayonet blots and
mating.pins ally?rather than 180° apart:

b. Since the cable etween the scanning head and the main Optacon
unit is subject t considdtable wear by flexing aqe rubbing, it
is likely to req. ire replacement. In the present'manner of con-
struction.it app rs that.00rtnection'bf a new cable at the end
of the reading re na assembly would be-a major operationimvoly-
ing'the retina its lf. The termination Of the cable at the
xeading retina hou ing should be modified so-that the risk o
involving-the retina in' -cable replacement is eliminated.

.

c. The lens
\
cell consis s:of,a;hollow cylinder containing three.

optical elements held a by a hollow end piece that is
pressed into the end of,,,the ce It is recommended that this
end piece-be more positively attache .to e e a

nrmum & drop of Locktite or other Adhesive.agant :hoiftrbe
applied at the flange to effect a bonding ofthesepieces,

he main aperture of the scanning head which'contains the two
illuminating lams issmilled out. For quantity production it is
recommended that the design.be modified so that-this aperttke

3-8
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can be stamped out of sheet material in order to effect a cost
saving.

e. The sheet metal cover of the scanning head is attached to the
scanning head frame by four flat head screws. It is recommended
that assembly time might be saved by reaing the number of
these-screws to two or even eliminating:them.byrusing a different
method 'of attachment. '

In the area of care and maintenance, it is recommends, that the two

pullers under the scanning head be cleaned periodically and t eir encis

be lightYy lubricated.

Table, 3.1 details the cost to manufacture the scanning camera
(lets

reading,retita electronics -and
t
cable) per unit in lots of 1000.

'Potential savings. in this area are considered negligible percentage

wise. If quantities significantly increase, incremental savings

become significant..

43
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Table 3_1. Cost toManufacture Per Unit in* 1000 Quantity

MATERIAL:

Aluminum 1/8 lb at $6.00 lb

Steel 1/16 lb at $8.00 lb '

Stainless 1/16 lb at $32.00 lb

$

150

2.00

Hardware 12 .03 unit

Lamps 2 @ $2.00 unit 4.00

Wire Insul. 1 ft at $0.12 ft .12

Paint. , , .01

Anodize .05

Lens, Doublet .60

Filter .50

Lens, Singlet `.35

Spring Contacts 2 @ $0.06 unit .12

Epoxy, .06

MirtOr .40

. Resistor .05
9

Window, .10

Button Contacte 2.@ $0.I2 unit $ '.24

$10.21

FABRICATION:

Main Frame $5.00

- End Plate .50

Roller Plates (2) 1:0

Rollers (2)

Cover

Cylinder

Cap

3-10
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'Table 3-1. ,Cost to Manufacture Per Unit in 1000 Quantity Cont.

FABRICATION:

Mirror Bracket $ :16

,(2 pieces) .16

Zoom Slide .20

Zoom Button .05

Wiudow-Dis,c .16

Painting and Anodizjng '1.00

ASSEMBLY AND TEST:

Screw Attachments (12). $ 2:00

Wiring 3.00

Gluing 5.Q0

Rollers .50

$10.50

TOtal cost to Mant6ctuia scanning camera leas reading $10.21

etiria,.electronits and cable:" 9.21
10.50

45
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. ELECTRICAL 41ALUATIOh

4.1 OPTACON PROPER

1.1;1 General Comments

The OptadOn itself received th0 bulk of the evaluation effort since

the display Unit. and the cassette trainer serve only for training_pur-
.

o

poses.

satisfactory operation over long periods'of time (see life tests).

he design is,basically sound; this is attested to by the continued

Several outstanding features were noted, as well as a few undesirable

characteriatics which can easily be corrected. These are summarized below

and described in detail in later paragraphs:

The'fol1owing desixable features Were noted.

a.' Basically sound designI.

b. Maximum usage ofCustom bimorph driver chip so
that development cost is Widely spread;

c. Low noise on power buses.

The following,undesirable. characteristics were also found:-
7

a. A: 7race" condition in the logic which could
cause malfunction if the electrical characteristics
of certain components fall near the extremes of
their specified ranges;

b. Possible mild electric shocks from the bimorph ,

stimulator pins,

Recommended areas f improvement in a future design are:

a. Self-scanning retina to reduce the number.of
wires in the camera cable;.

137 A further look at the mechanical design of the
bimorph stimulator array and the ,electrical
-design °of the drive circuits. The combination

4-1
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, of complex mechanical design and high voltage
requirement on the bimorph driver chip-causes
the stimulato subsystem to contribute approximately
ones- ,third of the total cost of the. Optacon'. (The,
other two-thirds is divided roughly equally'
between`the camera and the rest of the Optacon
excluding the stimulators.)

4.1.2 Electronic Design lOptacon)

The electronic design of the OptaCon waa-eyaluated mostly by

examining the timing diagrams and the schematic diagrams. The object of

ehe study was to reveal any basic design flawa-rather a to seek ways

to delete a component here or:therei-the latter course of ac on would

have been tantamount to redesigning the Optacon ,'Which is. clearly beyond

the scope of the task.

The only basic design flaw recovered is one which could cause a

reliability problem if certain compobeerte 'have electrical characteristics
4

near the extremes of their ranges. This flaw is discussed in the

following paragraphs.

Figure 4.1 shows a part of the logic used in the generation of the

pulses which interrogate the rows of the silicon retina in the camera.

Also shown are selected waveforms.

cil is the output of a flip. -flop, and this is used-to drive 1. second
_

flip-flop whose output is Q2. Ql and Q2 are NORed together to produce

a positive pulse at X during the time that &rand Q2 are both low: The

waveform at Y is the same as at X except for a slightly lower "1" level

(because of the diode drop)-and a slower fall time. Tc, is essentially

an inverted and squared-up version of Y.

Ideally, the transitions of Q
2
would coincide with those Q1.

1

Since Q1 drives Q2, however, there ie bound to be a small delay between

the triggering'of flip-flop 2 and the change oT state of its output, Q2.

4,
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-- To

O2

X

TO

VALID
PULSE

H0.3,ki SEC I.5V

G ICH,

VA 1:1

PULSE'

MINIMUM SPECIFIED
I.5V r" INVERTER THRESHOLD

I

I

t.GLITCH SUPPRESSED ONLY. IF
GLITCH AT YOES NOT EXCEED
INVERTER. THRESHOLD

NOTE: TIME DELAYS ARE EXAGGERATED IN THIS FIGURE

Figure 4.1. Illustration of Potential Reliability Problem
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Theref6re, the transitions of Q
2
will always be slightly later than those

of Ql and the delay, are shown exaggeratedjn the figure. Because of this

delay, there is a short time When Q2 is still negative as &
1

goes negative
.

for the second time as shown in the waveform. This causes a positive

"glitch" to appear at X this was verified in an actual Optacon
1

.

141-gi1tch is aOreadtime and lowered in.amplitude by the time it. gets

to Y, and is fortunately small enough that it does not cross the threshold'

of the inverter stage, and hence does not appear at T,.,
d a

The "glitch" would propagate through the inverter and cause extra

T. 'pulses
-1-dL

e of twp conditions were to occur:
ii

Ta threshold of the inverter were low;

b.. The delay between the transitions of Q1 and. Q2 is to fang.

flop
2
'and then interrogate tip retina a second time in the, same, row AS

did ,the previous, vali kT(i, lse. Since the phOtotransietor would n,pt

have time to recharge in the sh,9rt .interveiling time (the presence of light

assumed), the4ffhail result,,,of ther.ixttesrOgation would be "no light"
6'

whether there was.light or not. In the NORMAL mode the bimorph stimula-

tors would vibrate continuously; in the INVERT mode they would never

An extra negative-going Td pulse would reset the comparator flip-

vibrate. .Since the T
d

pulse scans all rows sequentially, all rows would

fail, and all bimorphs would remain on or off).

This potential reliability problem can be eliminated by eliminating

the "race"3 between Q
1

and Q2' . a race which 9
1
always wins, and therefore'

always produces the beginning of a "glitch."
V

1
Optacon serial No. R507,012-:

2
The comparator flip -flop is always reset Prior to an interrogation
and then set if there is light on the retina element being scanned.

3
A "race" is a condition in which two or more logic levels change state
simultaneously and .a spurious output could occur as a result,of one
changing ahead of the other.
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One approach which will alleviate the problem, but not completely

eliminate it, `s 'shown in Figure 4.2. Its advantage is that it does trot

require additional components. It consists of cannectjng the &
1
'input

of the NOR gate to the output of inverter A5 instead of the Q1 output Of

flip-flop 1. A5 inverts Ql and produces a waveform similar to El. 'except\

delayed by the time delay of the inverter. This would at least partially

compensate for the delay between, the original Q1 and Q2, thereby allevia-
,

tine the race problem, but not necessarily eliminating it.

Figure 4.3 shows an approach that eliminates the problem completely,

but requires an additional flip -flop to produce the Q
3
signal,'which

changes state on the positive-going transitions of Tj or the negative -.

going transitions of Q,.

The rest of the Optacon logic was carefully checked for similar race

conditions. one was found which could affect the proper operation of

the Optacon.
4'

ti

( ,

Another 'complaint about the design is, namely, the wide use of delay

circuits to get rid of what otherwisewould-be'se ere "race" problems.

In the case of the Optacon, this technique is pe issible'becauae the

durations of the logic states are long compared to t e nsition times. '4

elays are,therefore not critical, provided that ,they a e long enough

In soy ^histica ed, fast digital circuits, however, this technique could

not be sed; ufficient logic would have to be designed into the system

to preclu all possibility of "races."

The wide use of complimentary symmetry MOS (CMOS) chips throughout

the Optacon,circuit is deserving of attention. CMOS has several advan-

tages and drawbacka as compared with transIstor-transistor, logic (TTL),

the advantages outweigh the drawbacks when power-consumption is the

4
One otlaer potential "race" was found which could generate short,
spurious 0 pulses during the 0

2
pulses. However, only the valid 0

pulse, what' signifies all "zeros" in the scanner'shift register
lasts through the 01 pulse, at which time a "1" is shifted into
the register. Therefore, spurious "l's" can never,be shifted in.

50
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T

X

INV.ERTER THRESHOLD
NOTtRITICAL

Tp

Figure 4. . Elimination of Race Condition Requires
One Additional Flip Flop (Q3).
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major design criteria. The chief advantage is low power consumption,

of the order of 1G - ,

9
W for one CMOS logic 4:gate" driving another CMOS

circuit. Another great advantage is'high noise immunity. This is

brought about because .CMOS lOgic has a higher threshold than TTL, and

is at least an order of magnitude slower thap TTL, and is 'therefore less

susceptible to, and less likely to generate, short noise transients.

(In many digital applications, CMOS would b too slow, but this is. not

true of the Optacon.)

The drawbacks of CMOS are a greater number of components and the

cost of the CMOS circuit:4 themselves. The CMOS circuits, cost three to
5tour imes as much as equivalent TTL circuits,. This would amount to

roughly $30 per Optacon greater colt in purchased components than if

TTL Caere used, which is not a large amount acpared to We total cost

of the OptacOn

Another sacrifice in cost arising from the use of CMOS comes about'

because of the larger number of packages required tb be assembled onto

the circuit boards., ,This is because there is currently a smaller choice

of logic functions in CMOS than in TTL. Therefore, a large number ,of.

discrete components are used in the Optacon tolerformlfunctions which

could have been performed by TTL integratedcircuits. By using TTL, a

saving in cost"would be achieved.through a smaller number of,gomponents,

.and thereforereduce assembly time .However, this drawback will tend

as a w der variety of CMOS gircuits are developed and theto disappea

Optacon-i redesigned accordingly.

5
A hex inverter (six inverters in one package ). costs $3.90
in RCA COS/MOS vs $1.04 in low power TTL.

dr
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4.1.3
\

Bimdrph ;timulators

F-C3435

The bimorph stimulator,array and i s supporting circuitry constitute

roughly onethird of the-tost of he tacon. 'Besides being mechanically

complex, the array requires ab t 40 volts to-operate*This voltage

imposes the requirementof special processing in the fabrication of the

blmorphdriVer integrated circuits, processing that is not standard in

the fabriCation of most MOS intdgrated circuitchips.

While it is easy to complain about the complexity and voltage

reqdirements of the bimorph array, no easy_solutionpi.esents itself. One

possOility is to make the bimorphs longer, so that less voltage is require

to displace them e °given distance.. Anothermight be to drive the pins

by means of pulsating air nressure, However, considerableLresearch

=would be required to evolve a tactile stimuliator syStem substantiallY

better than the present one ' It:is, however, a recommended area Of

improvement in-any new geieration of Optacops

One minor fault noted in the tiptacon is residual vibration of

stimulators when they should be turned off. O'ne possible cause is mech-

anical coupling between adjacent Stimulators through the.conitIon bar to'

which they are mounted, Another is strayacapaciiance to ground from the

center conductor of the 'bimorphs and its connecting leads.

Because the bimorph capacitance is approximately 10,0 0 pF, and' the

stray capacitance to ground of leads, bonding pads, and the bimorph driver

switch can hardly be more than ,a few tens of picofarads, the rpsidual

vibration due io stray capacitance-With the bimorph off should belegs

than 170 of the vibration with the bimorph on. Thus;.stray capacitance
c..1\

should not be a. problem.

The residual vibration situation has recently been investigated by

2J)
1, TSI.. They report that they have corrected it.

There have been user complaints of electric shock from the bimorph

stimulators. It is noted that-the stimUlator pins are made of nickel

and are attached to the bimorphs by means of RTV, aflexible adhetive.

o The pins may or may not be insulated from the bimorph(themselves, which

4-9
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Carry a square-wave voltage of about 40 volts peak at full intensity.
. .

While 40 volts is not, serous, it can cause considerable discomfort

if the fingers a ,moist,las with perspiration. This evaluator, 'using
,

a variable_sOUrce of alternating voltage, half-wave rectified to

-,41-C3435,

simulate the bimorph\voltage, experienced'moderate discomfort at 35.volts

peak with moist fingers.

,11

The suggested remedy is. to'use pins made of an insulator'rather. than-

metal to contact the user's fluget. 9r,. insulating caps. could be placed .

on the ends of the pins or over the Iiimbrphs where the pins are attached.

Stanford University tried-a,plastrc*sheet over the entire array. This .

-
.

"smeared out" the tactile image to an unsatisfaeeory:extene. .

4.1.4 Custom. Integrated Circuits

two custom integrated circuits are used in the Optacon:

'retina and

to convert

is

the silicon

the bimorph drIver. .the silicon retina'is used in the camera

thediaticaa'image into elettrIcil signals. The bimorph driver
*

of the ,
1X

d 14 times throughout the ,Optacon: two to scan the 24 rows

silicon retina and twelve to drive the 144 bimorph stibulators:
1.

4.1.5 the Silicon Retina

a

The'Silicon retina co sists of six column and twenty -four, rows of

charge-st ge phototransistors. Figure 6.4(A) shoals an eqUiValent cir-

cuit df One transistor: Figure 4.4(WshoWs how the transistors, in-
\

-

terconnected on the chip. The \transistors jn each column have

Colectors connected together. The transistors in each row have their

their

mutters conn d together..

t

.

Each ransistor has a yrge, built-in capacitance.from collector(to

:base. he transistor is: "interrogated" Once per can by a negative 2--

pulse at the emitter. If, during the'intervening interval since the

previous scan, there has been light on the transistor,` the capacitance

completely discharged, depending upon

the amount of light. When a\ negative pu,lte is, applied to the 'emitter,

to recharge the

cb
will Nave been partially or

the capacitor, recharges, and the. Current flow required

4-10
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capacjtOr is amplified by.the traasfitor,'producing a pulse of current

in the collector. If, on the other hand,.there'was no light since the

previouS scan,-then the capacitor will have held its charge (except for

a 4Wall amount of leakage), and therefore does not draw a charging current

when,theemitteris.puled. Conseq&ntly, there is no (or negligible)

vulse.of current in the collector.

Only one row of emitterais.pulsed at.a time. Therefore, the

presence or absence of a pulse on a particular columnof collectors

'de'pends.upon light uy no.light on the transistor at that column and that

row. The rows are scanned in An interleaved fashion, i.e., 1, 3, 5...,
e

23, 2, 4,-6..., 24, 3, 5..., etc. The scanning is accomplished '

by two bimorph driver chips in the main housing of the Optacon.

TSI has the retina chili manufactured by an outside firm. ..The cost

4

n, .

asselited retina is about.4$75 The:Most startling reVelettion,on-
,

cerning the cost is that the packaging. yield is only about 50% that

retina Which tests, good during die-abrt6 has only about a 50%

chance of testing good after being packageThedie-sort yield (pe-

_ centage of good chips one wafer) isiabout 10%, which is fairly, reasonable

for this array of phoiotransistors. If!"the packaging yield could be
4p,

increased from 50% to 75%, the 'cost per packaged Unit could, be brought

down too. about:,$54.00; for 85% yield,$50.00; for 95% irield, $46.007.

Thus', beyond about 85% packaging yield, other thi s being equal, im-

proving the 'packagIng,yileld. reachea.a point of dimi shing returns.
, .

(The data cited above was obtained fromTSI in July, 1972.)

Figure 4.5(a) is a micropelograph of a part of a packaged retina.
q.;

The,large rectanglesare.the light- gathering' base regions of the tran-
.

,sistors_with their large capacitance to the collector regions below (into

-a
6
Testing on the wafer'with probes prior to scribing into separAte
chips andassemblingthe latter into packaged units.

7This ignores the cost` of improving the packaging yield
The'packaging labor:coA sts $4.50 per unit. If doubling the
cost of 'packaging to $9.00 could lead to a 75% yield, the
cost of the finished retina would be about $59.00 iAstead'
of the current $75.00.

. 4-12
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F-C3435

the paper The "borders" between the columns of transistors are the

isolation regions which prevent the collectors of adjacent columns of

transistors from shorting together.

The, small squares at the tops of the base rectangles are the emit-

ters. These must be small to minimize blockage of light and to minimize

emittef-to-base capacitance which, if'top large, would cause feedthrough

of the emitter pulse to, the collector when there is no light. The long,

narrow rectang0 at the top of each column'is Ole contact to the column
4

of collectors. The squares at the edges ofthe chip are the bonding pads

to which the paekage wires are bonded.

4.5(b) shows the same portion of an unpackaged chip from a

wafer known Co be bad, but otherwise selected at random. The entire

metal pattern is misregistered low and to the left with respect to the

rest of the circuit. Such mistegisiration would give zero yield on that

particular wafer.

This gross an error is rare in an integrated circuit processing

facility, although it does sometimes happen. It is due to nisregistra-

tion of the photomask during photolithography, and is a human error.

Good practice isto make a visual check of,each Wafer following each

process step so that wafers bearing such obviods defects'can be discarded

without further processing. The cost of a raw wafer is approximately .
. ,

$15; it costs about $200 to process a wafer to completio.' Each wafer

contains about 130'chips, roughly 107.40 which test good at die-sort.

4.1.6 The Bimorph DrAiver Chip

The design of the bimorph driver chip is highly"iiraibeworthy. The

same integrated circuit configuration performs.a variety of different

functions in"the Optacon.itself,An the display unit, and in, the

nassetvil trainer. Thus, the cost of develot4ng the chip is spread over
ef-

itseyeial applications. The cost'of developing a custom integrated

circuit is-typicafly, tens of thousands of dollars. "Therefore, the

Rotation of a few "extras; in one chip to make it perform many different

4-14
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.
functions is far more ecglnomical than designing a separate chip to

perform each function. The chip is a large-scale MOS integrated circuit.

Figure 4.'6(a)-shows'the package configuration used by TSI for they,

chip; Figure 4.60) shows.the-schematic diagram for one ofydelve stages.

'ach stage contains one stage of a twophase dynamic shift register,..,

ata transfer switch,, an output switch,-and one of twelve inguis. of.a

NOR gate.

The chips are always used in pairs, one or .,odd rows, one for even.

The 12th stage output of the 'odd" chiplis connected to the 0 input

the "even" chip. The NOR connections on the chips used for scanning the

camera are used together with some external logic to hold 'the 0 input

of the "odd" chip low ("0" level) whenever there is a "1" on any of the

24 stages of the shift register formed by the "odd" and "even" chips

combined. When all 24 stages wntain "0's ", a "1" is developed at 0

,This causes a "1" toobe shifted into ttesfirst stage of the "odd" regis-
.

ter on the next clock cycle (0 followed by 02). Thus, a single "1" is

stepped along the 24 stages, advancing one stage with each clock cycle.

Only one stage at a time contains a "1". The 0 synchronizing signal,

developed by the pair of bimorph drivers used to scan the camera, is

connected to the 0
P

input of the "odd" chip of each pair of bimorph

driver chips used throughout the system, thereby ensuring synchronism

among the camera scan, the bimotph stimulators, the visual display, and

any "slave" Qptacons connected to a "master" Optacon. In the cassette

trainer, there are two bimorph,driver chips which scan a simulated

camera exactly as the camera scanners in the Optacon do to the real camera.

When the cassette trainer is used, it generates the 0 synchronizing

signal te, which as many as'')ttur Optacons can be slaved.

; th
Let us sider what happens during the scanning of the i stage of

the 24 stages fo med by the combination of the "odd" and "even" chips:

In the'case oflt e camera scanners, a negative pulse ("1" level) is

applied to DATA, .e.s en all twenty- ur stages. However, this pulse can

get to the gate t inal of the outp t switch only on th
th

stage,

where the gate of the data transfer s itch is high. The duration of'the
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DATA pulseis less,than a clock cycle, so that the capacitor C= is

charged by the leading edge of the.pulse and.discharged by the -trailing
-

..edge. Thus, the output switch of the i
th

stage is "closed" only for

the duration of:the data pulae. An inverter cokf the chip) converts the

Witch "closure" to a negative pulse which interrogates the appropriate

row of the camera chip.
,

-",There are six pairs of bimorph drivers in the .tactile stimulator

...co, one for each .column of bimorphs.-"The Signals applied to the DATA

inuts' for each column 4re derived from the signals generated at the

collectors of the phototransistors in.the appropriate column of the

camera The signals depekd upon whether or not there was light on the

select tor. In what follows, we assume that the Optacon

is in the,NORMAL mode (dark text on a white background). In the INVERT

mode, the operation is the opposite of what.is described below.

th
Case 1: light is sensed as the 1 stage i.-&7T-c-srined.

Assoon as the data:transfer switch is 'turned on by the
appearance of a "1" in the ith stage of the shift register,
a negative pulse is applied to DATA'. The presence of
light on the appropriate phototransistor, however, causes
the pulse to disappear after a few microseconds. If,the
"memory" capacitor, Cm, had...been charged by the previous

_scan, it is discharged; ,if not, it may be charged
Comentarily and then discharged. In either event, it is
left discharged, and the output'switch is left "open."
The drain of the output switch is COnnected.to the bimorph
center conductor; if the switch is open the bimorph does
not vibrate. .

Case 2: light is not sensed.as the i
th

stage is scanned.

/A negative signalappears at DATA as before, but it remains
negative at least until the "1" level,on the data transfer
switch has. sh'fted to the next stage9. The data transfer
switch ther ore "opens" while the DATA pulse is negatfVe,

8
The "camera" may be the actual camera of the.Optacon, the camera of
another "master" Optacon, or the simulated camera in the cassette
trainer.

9Actually, the DATA signal_remains negative until,a phototennsistor
which has,beeh.:11-.I.6minated is scanned,

"0.

A
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a
thereby trapping charge on Cm. The gate of-the outpdt
switch therefore remains "high" throughout the entire scan
period and, in fact, until the appropriate phbtotransistor
is once again illuminated. As long as CM is charged, the
bimorph vibrates. CM thus act$ as a.memory element which is
refreshed on each scan.

4.1.

The bimorph driver chips in the display unit_are used in the same

manner as the camera scanner. The DATA signal is .a short negative pulse-

which always "closes" the output switch of the i
th

stage for a short

interval. No charge is trapped on CM since the DATA pulse disappears'

before the "17"level is shifted to the next stage.

This description of the operation of the bimorph driver chip was

presentecr tp demonstrate. the versatilify of the chip and to set the stage

for adiscussibn of some of the special problems which had to be.solved

in the destgn of the chip. The chip.must be fabricated by a process which ,

is a modification of'standard MOS integrated circuit processing.,.

There were two sign icant problems which had to be overcome in the

development of the chip. One was due to the. high voltage requirement of

the bimbrphs; the other was due ,the.application of a large square-wave

voltage to the bimvphs to make them vibrate when the appropriate output

switch devices,on die chip are closed.

. 4,6, detailed descriOtion of the problems is'given in a Stanford

Electronics Laboratories report
10

. A brief summary is presented herd.

1. High Voltage

The fabrication of p-channel MOS circulks capabl6 of withstanding

high voltages (-40 volts) requires special techniques and greater chip

area than is normal for standard p-channel MOS circuits. Deeper p -n

junctions are needed to avoid surface breakdown. Long - Channel devices,

required to prevent punch-through, take up more real-estate. The n-

type substrate must be heavily doped (n
+
) in certain areas to prevent

"field. inversion," i.e., the creation of spOrious MOS transistors where

10
James D. Plummer,,M05 eZectronica for a Reading Aid for th6 Blind,'
,StanfOrd Electronics Laboratories Technical Report No: 4828-6,
August 1971, pp. 109 -127.
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metal 'carrying high voltages bridge two adjacent p
+
,rggtons. The n

+

doping requires an extra, photomask, extra processing and more real-estate.

V 2. Bimorph Voltage Waveform

The square-wave drive On the bimorph causesjiOles to be injected

into the substrate on the positive -going transitions of the square-wave

Wherever the.output switch is closed (bimorph on). This is illuStrated

in the following sketch.

! °4 0VI
BIMORPH DRIVE CAPACITANCE
VOLTAGE OF

BIMORPH

"ON" RESISTANCE OF
OUTPUT MOS TRANSIS-
TOR

0.
tor.4119.

+.
P DR

=mil
IN

oles Injected Into .

ubstrate During t
P-

TIPE SUBSTRATE

These'holes diffuse. outward, away from the.point of injection. If

some of. them reach the p
+

regipn forming the drain of the MOS device to

,which 'the capacitance CM is Connected, the holes will be collected by

this p
+

region and Aischarge C
M'

thereby turning off the bimorph: In

effect, the- p region where the holesare injected forms the emitter of

a spurious PNI" transistor,. the intervening n-type substrate forms the basec--------\\,

and the p
+

region connected to CM forms the collector.

ThiS "PNP probleis solved:by: (a) physically separating the

"emitter" and "collector" as far as possible;- (b) doping the intervening

substrate tO make it n
+

, thereby reducing the surfaCe lifetime of the holes;

and (c) placing the grounded source of the output MOS transistor between

the point of injection and4w therebY prOvidirig an intervening

collector to intefcept the hplps before they can reach the p
+

region

connected ,to C
M'

As an added precaution, the risetime pf the bimorph
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voltage waveform is slowed to reduce the transients which cause-the in-

jection of holes.

The.m
+
doping requires the same extra photomask and processing.steps

as'it does to avoid the "field inversion" mentioned above. Therefore,

the n
+

step can be eliminated only if the bimorphs could be operated at

lower voltage, and the excitation method could be redesigned to elimin-

ate the massive injection of holes.

The PNP problem necessitates a chip-layout which requires much more

silicon real-estate than if.the problem were not present- Large real-.

estate requirements lower yield and allow fewer chips per wafer' thereby \I

increasing the cost of each good chip. Because special processing is

required for high-voltage operation, there are fewer manufacturers will-
,

ing-to gear up for relatively small production runs; consequently, the

cost of processing a wafer is larger than if standard processing could

be used.

Figures 4.7 through 4.10'are microphotographs of the bimorph driver

ken with_the aid of.a scanning electron microscope. Figure 4.7 is

erall view of the chip. The top third of the chip is occupied by

-stage shift register: The top row of large rectangles midway

down the chip are the memory capacitors, C
M.

Just below these are large

rectangNg of metal which are presumed to be used to minimize the

voltdgedrophaloug the lorig p region which runs-horizontally across the

chip and forms.the sources of the output MOS transistors. The source cur-
'

rents flow along this p,region and off the-chip to an external ground

via the SOURCE OUT connections. This p
+

region lies between the drain

regions ,of tbeutput switches and the 'memory capacitors to minimize

spurious PNP transistor Action as described aboile. The regions at the

.ttom of the chip and shaped like inverted U's are the gates of-the

output MOS transistors,. Between the legs of e.U's are the connections

to-the.drains of,the output devices; theseare connected through the pack-

age 'leads and Optacon wiring to the bimorph center conductors., These

drain regions ar where the holes are injected which cause the spurious

4 -20
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A

PNP7problem. Only through very careful layout and design of the process

was this prOblem solved.

Figure 4.8 shows a view of one stage of the shift register.- .

smalli roughly square depressions are the.contacts between. the metal in+-
terconnections and the p ..,source'and drain regions. The large depressions.

.

are gate regions. The metal pattern is misregistered slightly high, but

the dimensions used in the chip geometr are sufficiently.crinservative

to allow for Misregistration of this small a magnitude. It is

impossible to obtain perfect registration of the various maskilevels of

an integrated circuit; the design of the patterns must allow for some
;

misregistration.

Figure 4.9 shows a portion of the'chip which includes parts.of the

memory capacitors, the large source region of the output switches, and

the U-shaped outputs MOS transistors. with, -drain contacts between the

legs of the U''s. Figure 4.10 shows- a higbly-magnified region where two

adjacent metal runs cross steps fo med where p regions adjoin n-type

regions. The metal flows'-smooth across the steps as it should. If

the metal coatingIs too thin or the runs too narrow, Opens may occur,

at t14\sleps, causing functiona failure.'If the metal runs are, too.
F.

close together,.filaments of metal may bridge the gap, causing short

Circuits. The lumps on the metal do not detract from the operation of

the circuit. The microscopic examination of the chip indica6es.that

its geometries were conservativelTdesigned, so that yield problems

should not arise from this quarter.

ro

The cost of- he bimorph driver chips is $15.35 per packaged ctrcuit-.

in lots of 1,000. data were not available. Since the Optacon

uses 14,drivers, thev6"3"St of the bimorph drivers is $215 per Optacon vs

$75 per Optacon for the silicon retina chip. While yield figures are

-unavailaae,'it is reasonable to assume that if the hiiarph sy4steM

could be redesigned to, lower voltages and to avoid massive injection of
e

holes, the cost of the bimorph driver -Olips couid\oe significantly

reduced.

68.
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4.1.7 Circuit Layout

The printed circuit .board:: reveal -- several minor

$

Printed' Circuits

I

FC3435
\

deficiencies.

A

While the printed conductors are separated sufficiently, marry of

the printed-board'notes are Unacceptably elds0 to-the adjacent conductors

and can be'expected to short out many boards to'bring down the PC board

'yield and therefore, force up the-price (A case in point :is the NM!!
as shown).

as

0

Military Specifications do not permit the sharp angles on conductors

used in'the.Opt4Con, but req4ire rounded edges. The sharp angles

re re more stringent control in the etching process anO.are more suscep-
.

4

tible orrosio.

Soldering

Board design requires sOldering-onboth sideS,Of the printed circuit

t-hbardl, This fact prevetasJully,Automatic soldering, thereby raising'

costs.

An unusual and costly method of interfacing one board 6)enother

is used for boards TSI-02001-007 andTSI-02001 -001.' -The'boards:are

connected by 18 metal Ntiite that are solde:red to each board. This .

configuration not)only takes costly manpower to assemble, but it order

to .'repair most components on either board, the'18 stilts must be

unsoldered and resoldered after the repair.

4-24
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4.1.7.3 ComEoneat Layout

Sockets are used for the RCA CMOS Integrated Circuits (IC) and the
,

Dual In-Line 'Packages (1)11'),* but not for the. other DIP's or the transis-

tors. The sockets were probably -used for the CMOS because of that logic..

family's susceptibilftY to damage during installation. The use of sock-'

ets.for-the CMOS circuitry provi.s that sockets are acceptable; they

should be used for the other DIP's and-some of the transistors. Sockets

allow I.C.'s to be placed into and removed from the circuit without

soldering.. This feature would add very little initial cost to the in-
\

strument and would reduce the maintenance costs_involved in replacing

components (a complicated process for some Optacon components as men-
.

tinned previously).

.A standard practice involving socketed Components has been violated

in the Optaton in order.to-ease pr.inted,cirtdit layout: Normally, when

a number of components are socketed in a grouv,, they are referenced iden-
.

tically to prevent-orientation confusion in replacing the IC. (so it won't

be plugged in backwards). _Board TSI-02001-Q02 ignores. this convention.

.

The 24 pin integrated circdit flat packs used on Board TSI-01001-001

are difficult'to solder and would be simpler' to install and replace if

they were repackaged into aDIP configuration. The leads on both of the

flat packs appear to fie unreasonably close, to the conductor plane below

them. Again a DIP is suggested or.a mo^dlificatiOn in the printed circuit.
fa.

Some of the dual inline packs uh Board TSI-0001-005 are the ceramic

packages (as opposed to the_plastic paCkages Used elsewhere). qhe'ter-
,.

amic packs hapve more rugged specifications and, also have a'-higher price

(up to twice- the cost of. the plastic packs)-." The ceramic patks are not

needed in-theJ)ptacon but their Vination would only reduce-the ,cost

slightly.

On Board TSI-02001-005 a .1Mfd capacitor 115.k_been "tacked" onto the
. .

board by soldering to legitimate board components. The printed,citcult

should be modified to accommodate this cOmponent.

40,4725
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It is. ery important in the design of a digital electronic circuit

(as well as analog circuits) to provide adequate filtering and decoupling

of the power buaesti) miaimize aputiouS signals on these lines which

could cause improper 'oporration of the qsystem. Such spurious signals are

commonly'lreferred to as . "noise." This problem is critical ia'high-speed

circuits where-pulses a few nanoseconds Ling can cause spurious operation.

Fortunatelythe Optacon is-a low-Speed circuit and uses lowrspeed digital

integrated circuits; consequently, the noise.problem is less severe.

Noise measurements were made on the power buses of the Optacon bearing

Serial to. 1007-612.' The results are given in Table 4-4...These noise

voltages are well below levels whichrwould belikely to cause malfunction.

4.1.9 Maintainability
1 t

Field maintenance of the Optacon is,very difficult because parts of

the'circuit are inaccessible for probing while the Optacon is in operation:

It is suggested that extender cables be proyided so that the circuit

boards can be connectO and'operated while removed from the Optacon
# . n.

housing. TSI has special jigs for testing the circuit boards, but these

would not reveal a fault in the Qptacon wiring harness.

While it Is conceded that certain major maintenancdtaska; especially

those involving tactile stimulators, are best performed at the

factory, minbr electronic repairs,could easily be performed by any

competent electronics technician, given a kit of toola,.spare parts, and--,

the extender cables suggested above. If Optacons come into wide use and

'blind users become dependent upon them in their daily lives, these

users will not be able to tolerate long periods of down time. The ability'

to peifotm minor maintenance locally should not be precluded simply

-because some'of the components are inaccessible during normal operatidn.

71
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Table 4-1. Measured Power Bus Noise oh
-Optacon Serial No. R507-012

BUS. DESCRIPTION OF NOISE ,

,+5V 30 mV pk. to Rk., rep, rate twice
master clock frequenty

-7.5V Positive pulse 110 mV x 160,sec
once every 4 m sec, which is the

timing cf the 0 pulse.:

-19V Positive pulses alternately 50 mV
and 25, mV high by 4 usec"wide.

.Rulses9are synchronous'with the

0
1
and 0

2
shift register clock.

pulses.

.45V General Lash approximately 20 mV
plus positive spikes of approxi=i,
mately 50 mV spaced at 80 tisec.

. !. .

WHERE. MikSuRED"

Pin 1 of, integrated

. circuit A'.

Pin 7 of integrated.
circuit Ikrf

Measured at test -

'point Vs.

end of R14,
a 22 Kilohm resis-
tor.

o

See TSI Inc., documentation, Circuit Descriintl.on<T the OptaCon

Modal R-ZB, 5 June, 1972.

vs

72
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"4.1.10 DocomPltation

F.43435

The documentation of the Optacon is satisfactory: It includes de-

tailed circuit and timing diagrams so that minor field maintenance and

testing can be perf ormed by qualified technicians. Major maintenance,

such as replacement of a bimorph requireS special jigs. This must be

considered a factory repair,

4.2 VISUAL DISPLAY

4.2.1 General Comments

The design of the visual display is straightforward. The display
,

is connected by a cable to the'Optacon during training sessions-to pro-
,

vide. a visual display of the tactile image being presented,to'the blind

user., Several Optacons and the display can be sla.tred to a master Optacon

by means of interconnecting cables. The connecting cable'and a.c. power

line of the display are permanently attached and cannot be misplaced.

4.2.2 Electronic,Design

The electronic design is straightforward: and can be thought of as

a camera in reverse. The display itself can be visualized as a grid of

b wires representing columns. and 24 wires representing rows.'dc light-

emittingdiode (LED) iA connected between n "column" wire and a "row

wire at'each intersection of the grid so that when a "row" is connected

to ground and a negative voltage is applied to a "column," the LED for

that row and column is turned on. There are '144 such LED's.

The display contains its own power supply. The primary power comes

from the commercial lines. Since the display is normally used in clasg-

rooms and demonstrations, battery operation is no' requirecrand was not

designed into the unit. The unit draws a minimal amount of power from

the Optacon into which it is plugged to drive two bimorph driver circuits'

which are used to scan the rows of the disp.lay. A small amount of power

at -7.5 volts is also drawn from the Optacon to power a CMOS circuit.

in the display.

4-28
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Two bimorph driver,chipsare used to scan the r s of the display,

one for theOdd rows, one fOr the even. A DATA IN signal, cdnsisting\of

a negative pulse, is.applied to the'ATA IN pin of both c ts once

eve5 clock .cycle. The pulse 'comes and goes while the "1" level remains

on any particular stage of the circuit. The corresponding row of the

display grid is consequently grounded for apprbximately 112 micro-

second'S (through a pair of external buffer transistors). Any LED on

that,row-for which the column wire is held higb will light for 112 micro-
-

seconds with a duty factor of slightly less than 1/2512. Column data..

are brought. into the display, via six wires. Each wire is coupled to a

column grid wire,by a pair of buffer transistors.

4.2.3 Integrated CieCuits

The display uses two blmorph driver chips identical to the ones

escribed in Section. c4.1.6. It also uses one commercially available

CMOS chip..
_

-

.k,. .

4.2.4 Documentation

The documentation is sufficient to permit field maintenance by

qualified technicians.

4.3 CASSETTE TRAINER
r

The cassette trainer was not evaluated in detail because only
..

relatively few of them are produced, and it is a training tool rather

than .a device to be used by trained users.

During a'conference with TSI this evaluator pointed out the

poss)bility of reducing circuit complexity in one part of the, circuit:

Most of the prOblems with the trainers halie,been mechanical or electro-

mechanical rather than of an electronic nature.

12The frame period is 25 clock cycles, 24 for shifting the "1" level
through the,shift registers plus one idle clock cycle used for

synchronization:

4-29
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4.4 RECOMMENDATIONS

4.4.1 Immediate Changes

The following changes are recommended in the present generation of

Optacons:

a. Shockproof bimorph pins. Either make the pins of
insulating material :pr put insulating sleeves on
the bimorphs.

b. Seek a better packaging yield on the yeti hits. .

A 50% rejection rate due to packaging
excessiA/e.

.

c. Provide a. field maintenance kit including extender
cables.

d. Redesign printed circuit boards to eliminate proximity"
of notes to circuits and sharp bends in circuits in
order to increase production yield.of circuits and
to minimize potential hazards of shorts.

e. Redesign boards so all soldering is accomplished on one
side of the board in 'order to accommodate-fally
automatic soldering.

f. Eliminate 18 metal "stilts" connecttng boards TS1-02001-001
and TSI-02001-007.

g. Use I.C. sockets throughout for ease of repair.

h. Replace 24 pin flat pack I:C's with DIP configuration.
Replace ceramic paCkages with plastic packs.

i. Integrate the .1 Mfd capacitor "tacked" onto board
TSI-02001-005 with printed circuit.

4.4.2 Future Changes

The following changes are recommended in any redesign of the Optacon

which may be undertaken the future:

.Correct the "zace" problem described in Section 4.1.4

b. .Use'a self-schnned camera chip to reduce the number
of wire§ in the cable. A is understood that such
a chip is planned for the next generation of Optacons.

.

c. Expend fUrther effort to reduce the voltage requirement
and complexity of the bimorph array. This subsystem
currently contributes approximately one-third of the
cost of the Optacon.

4-30.
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. OPTA"ON MEGUANKAL EVALUATION
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The Optacon hag. been evaluated for its ability to Withstand narmai

use and anticipated misuse. Anticipated misuse.includes anticipated

environmental extremes.
*1;

5.1 NORMALWSE

Operation of the t.tacpn with respect to normal use was evaluated

in7the labbratory through ife testing. The results of the l tife est-
_

are presented in Section 7'.

Forty-six Optacon units were Aced in v rious schoolS for the blind

and operated by the teachers and stude ts. 'The result's of these field

tests are presented in Sections 2, 8 and

In general, the operation of the Optacon under' laboratory life

testing indiCated that the units have along life xFectaiicy. However,

field testing, the failure rate (Mean time between failure -MTBF) was

approximately 41 hours (see Reliability-Section 8). These facts sugg est

that the Optacon is not "ruggedized" for careless bundling.

d

Forty-one hours mean time between failure is not considered accept-
,

le for this. type of instrument. If this figure is realistic;eome

re' sign is required to improve the reliability of the unit under normal

use editions.

A ajor problem in normal use s-the sensitivity of the vibrating

daM reed ar 'y to wear and to foreign matter introduced into the small reed

openings. THis is a result of normal contact With oily and dirty'ringers

"'of the Use s

t!!
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Another major problem associated with normal use has been stripped

camera'thumbscrews. A review of the thumbscrar design indicates not

r.,enough thread'engagement for'reliable operation. It Isrecommended that

'the thumbscrew be replaced by 'a commercial spring clip for increased

reliability and lower cost.

A number of failures occurred during field iesting. The service

records indicate that the units had both mechanical and. electronic fail-

ures. 1Vo one unit had the same recurring failure, but some units had

more than. one failure.

The mechanical failures listed b4low occurred during field testing.

These failures were not attributed to abuse or misuse but were considered

as failures during normal use. The .failures listed in the'field reports.
A t

include;,

Stripped thumbscrew

.6 Bent stimulatdr pins

-Loose camera brackets

Loose camera mirrors

' Loose control knobs

Loose,,mirror brackets

Loose camera zoom button.

5.2 ANTICIPATED MISUSE

The Optaeon field tests- ,indicate that the Optacon is not as rugged

or durable as desired. -Also, the unit is not adequately designed, to

withstand nuisance type failures.

Recommendations to improve the Optacon 's ability to withstand anti-

cipated misuse are as follows:

Housing should be fabricated of a high.impact, energy absorbing
plastic,

The present Optacon is heavy. Reducing the weight of the Optacon
would improve its ability to withstand falls.

5-2
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The lens retainer should be redesigned to provide a positive
lock On the lens elements to withstand shock loading. /
A stronger adhesive should be used to cement tht mirror to its
mount. The present epoxy is not strong enough to withstand
shock.loading.

The camera cable should be reinforced. It should be spring-coiled
to reduce its length and make it .,less prone to sharp
bending and accidental snagging: A stronger cable strain relief
at both the camera and Optacon ends'is dpsirea:

A removable cover plate should be designed for the camera to seal
the optics against dust and moisture dUring storage and carrying.

Rubber feet should be added:to 'the chassis to lessen chances of
sliding,off-a table or ether surface.

. The leather carrying case has protrusions that.are susceptible to
accidental snagging on foreign objects. A smooth surfaced
carrying case should be provided.

5.3 ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING

--"N The Optacon'waS-tested under various environmental conditions to

determine its ability to withstand extreme heatand cold, 1.0w pressure,

mechanical'shOck, vibration and thermal shock. The test procedures out-
/

lined below cover the specific details of.these tests. A 'Summary of the

test results and recommendations i.-,presented in a latter section of

thisreport.

Prior to proceeding with any of the test methods, the test item was

operated under standard ambient conditions and,a record made of factors

necessary to determine complianCe with the required performance. The
o

t-est data inClude identi9tatiOn Of'test, equipment and accessories as

well as the actual test sequence. Test conditions week ecorded perio- .

dfcally during the test per-ibd.

- 5.3.1 Altitude Test

5.3.1.1 Purpose

The altitude test was conducted to deterthinethe effects of reduced

pressure on the equipment such as Would'be encountered during shipment

in airplanes or operation at °high altitudes.

5-3
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5.3.1.2 Procedure 4

The. equipment was placed in an altitude chaMber and the pressure

lowered to -30m. lig or 260,000 feet above sea level. The reduced pressure

was held for one hour. The chamber was then returned to normal pressure

and the Optacon operated and inspected for damage.

5.3.1.3 Reim

t mealanieai or electrical failure occured and the Optacon

vo; satisfactor'y performance after the test was concluded.'

5.3.2 ,perature. Test

5.3.2.1 Purpose.

This test was 'conducted'to determine the resistance of equipment to

elevated temperatures as may be found either in storage or under severe

-service conditions.

5.2.2 Procedure

The Optacou,14as placed in the temperature chamber and the chamber

temperature raised to 160° F and held for 48 hours while maintaining the

humidity at 15 %.' After "the elapsed time the chamber TA)4s cooled eo ambi-

ent
7
and-the Optacon was allowed to cool. After cooling the Optacon was

operated and inspected for damage.

5.6.2.3 Results

After 48 hours ofexposure to 160 °F, the Optacon suffgred no apparent

mechanical or electrical failures and was judged to be in satisfactory

working order.

5.3.3 Low Temperature Test

5:3.3.1 Purpose

The purpdse of the low temperature test was to 'determine the.efefects

of low temperatures upon the equipment during storage or transportation.

5-4
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.33.2 Procedure

The Optacon was placed.in the temperature chamber and the tempera-

ture -30° F and maintainelfor 24 hours. The chamber tempera-
7't

ture was then allow to rise to'a nt and the Optacon was given

sufficient time tojeach ambient. The OPtac was then operated and

inspected for dam9.ge.

'5.3.3.3 Results

The Optacon experienced no failures duringthis t st and was in

perfect operational order, afterward's.

5.3.4 Tonkrature Shock Tests

5.3.4.1 Purpose--.

This test was conducted to determine the effects upon the Optacon'

of suddenchanges in temperature of-the surrounding atmosphere.

5.3.4.2 Procedure

The Optacon was placed in the test chamber and the temperature

raised to 75° F and held for two hours. Next the chamber temperature

was reduced to -10' F and held fen- two hours. Finally the chamber

temperature was again 'raised to 75° F and held fortwo hours. At the

conclusion of the fi I test, the chamber temperature was returned to

ambient and the Optacon given time to cool. After cooling, the OptaCon

was operated and inspected for damage.

5.3.4.3 Results

The Optacon suffered no failure as a result of the test and opera-

ted perfectly afterward,

5.3.5 Vibration Tests

5.3.5.1 Purpose

The purpose of this test was to simulate the vibration likely to be ;

encountered during unit shipment and to determine its effects upon equip-

ment operation.

5-+.
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5.3.5.2 Procedure

The Optacon was secured to a vibration table and the vibration. level

set to, simulate the conditions onboard a uopeller driven aircraft.. This

vibration evel was maintained for four hours. At the tes's conclusion

the Optac n was operated.and inspected for damage.

5.3.5.3 .Results

The Optacon suffered no damage during this test and was it satis-

factwz operational order,

JJ

5.3.6 Mechanical Shock Tests

5.3.6.1 Purpose

The shock te§t simulated medium impact:loading

upon the'Optacop during ahipping and hgndling.

.3.A.2Procedure

The Optacon wa,

which may be imposed
J

aced in normal position on a bench Aed using one

edge as a pivot, unit was tilted unt 1 the opposite edge.was at 450

with the'horizontal or four inches, whicheVer,dame first. The,Unit was

then allowed to drop freely to the horizontal. The test was repeated

using the other practicable edges of the same horizontal face as pivots

for-a-total of four drops. Then the unit was turned upside down and -,the

test procedure repeated. At the concluaiorr of the eight drops, the

Optacon was operated and inspected Tor. damage.-

5.3.6.3 ResultA

The Optacon was not damaged by this test and operated perfectly

.afterwards.

5..3.7 Recommendations

tT e Optacon has withstood'the various mechanical tests very well

'indicating-all materials and components used are capable of withstanding

anticipated environmental ext es. In view of these resurts sare have

no further recommepdations.for 1 roved deslp features with regiird to

withstanding antiscipated environmental extremes.
.
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. PRODUCTION COSTS.

6.1 GENERAL ANALYSIS

,
The. principal sources of production costs are the product speclfica-

:.

tions and the manufacturing. procedures. These items are interrelated.

A change in specifications can affect the c6ai of preduction. Instruments
4

such as the Optacon requirea great deal of1'.effort to'minimize the pro^

F-C3435

duction cost.

reduction.

The discussiod-below indicates -potential areas 'of cost.

."(

6.1.1 Pradi:Ict 'Specification.

Manufacturing costs related to product specifications are\nutherous.

Specifications affecting costs include tolerance, finishes; materialiC

fasteners,,surface embellishments and the use of standardized components.

6.1.1.1 Tolerances

Precision components can be difficult expensive to manufacture.

They require additional set-Alp time to machine,:slower machining time

and costly"inspection"proc dures to determine whether the tolerances are

beingrheld, TOlerances on 1 dime4fOils should not be more restrictive

than t.01 for low cost machining. A tolerance of -±,005 is good practice

for items ,that require dimensional coqtrol or lend themselves to maChin7
. ,

ing'in accurately controlled-jigs,holding fixtures, or numeric:controlled

equipmen% The tolerances specified on the Optacon drawings ere normally
c3

4:.010 and.4.005. These are considered good engineering praCCice and are

not over - restrictive dimensional control., Examples of restrictive
.

tolerance's which can be opened up are noted as follows:

DraWing Dimension

R11004-A Contact. Button .Headheigkt of .005 - .001,

R100l9-A Leaf Spring Contact Radius .325 + .000 = -002
4

6 -1
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R11018,-A Slidt47- block

02040-?-A-B. Thumbscrew

6-1.1.2 Surface

F-C3435

Slot.Depth .035 ± .000 (impossible)

Engagement Length .313 ± .002

.

...

Standard machining practicea,prompe acceptable surface finishes on

most items with the exception of such operations as sheeting, stamping,
t

,saw cut ing and rough machining: As Lresult, a surface finish of 63

oicroinches.can be specified an any component used to the Optacon with
-. i t / -,

out incurring additional production cost. The specification ofa 63

microinch surface finish is accepted as a cost and quality control opti-

mization.

6.1.1.3 Materials
0

4Optimization of produc'tion-costs due to,materials is based on t he

utilization of the most readily' available meter al in-configuration.
..

of minimum acceptable weight. M tetiars used in the Optacon include

aluminum, brass, nylon, glass, and erylOnitrileButadIene Styrene(ABS).

, ' These are all readily obtainable, low cost, and easy to machine. The

part configurations aresuch that a minimum weight is used. ProduCtion

costs due tO4Materials on the Optdeon have be well optimized. The

t. only further reduction in' costs -that could occur wpuldbe-if some of the

components such as ate chassis base,were molded out of a plastic instead

9,10fabricated,from.aludinum. slight savings in materials and fabri-

cation cos Would result:

6.17'
",

Fasteners

Fasteners can add significantly to production costs. Thelmost

effective"opt4Mization of fastener.fosts is to reduce their'number.

Elimination of fasteners not only saves material costs but lessens fab-

. .

.
rication cost& by reducing the number of holes drilled:-and reduces

assembly costs ,oy.reducing the time required to assemble components.
.

The Optacon cOnteins a number, of fasteners that could be eliminated.

s.%

6-2
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in particular the number of fasteners used in thy' camera could be signi-

ficantly reduced by using molded camera components. In this way many

parts could be combined into single elements. Likewise several of the

chasSis screws could be eliminat" molding the.chassis and cover.

6.1.1.5' Surface Embellishments 6

Additional production costs are incurred when secondary surface

treatment operationa'such as rounding corners, painting, anodizing,,,,,and

polishing Are performed. The Optacon has 'various parts which have been

treated'in the, above manner:, For example, the chassis and cover and the

camera hodsing are all'of anediZed aluminum. The uses of such'surface

treatments in'the case Of'the Optacon have not been found to be excessive.

There is a definite need for all apparent surface embellishments on the

Optacon pants..and the additional production-costs are not severe as bone

of these treatments is very costly and they are used only on.a minimum

nuMbeAof parts.

6,1.1.6 Commercial Parts

. .

Substantial savings in fabrication costs can be realized if off-the'4-

shelf commercial parts are'aub.stituted whenever possible for in-house

fabrication. CommercAl-qendors can produce cheaper parts beeSuse of .

their large Nlume production and specialized'tooling and machining"tech-
,--

niques. The Optacon possessei numerous commercial parts, such as. the

ma)orit400f electronics componehts. Aside froth fasteners, the mechanical

aompnnents are all customfabrications, and there are only.a.feW places

where commprci;1 parts, cbuld e used. These include the control knobs,

0
.the camera thumbscrew and t battery clamps. :

6.1.21VanufactutinT
60

Manufacturing cost are dependent uponNthe type of tooling and fab-
4

rication techniques u Tooling and fabrication techniques are in

turn dependent U n the, production volume. Small volume production
Y
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1. .

.

.(

7"
procedures, dogs not lenditself 65 low-cost pro

kti:on prbcedures.a c--.
HoweiTer, cost'savings can be realized bey using special'purpose tooling

and assembly fixtures by reducing the number of &mllponent parts.

F-C34,35

cannot justify .laborate tooling or the-Use of specialized fabrication

techniques; such as a stam ng process. The Optacon production, with its

,projectevolume of only 25 units pQr month and its involved assembly

6.1.2.1 ToolIng,

Special jigs and fixtures can be used to rapidly load and unload
I..

parts during machining and to provide aut.omatic dimensional control.

The Optaconen,with a production rate of 25 a month, can make use of

such tooling tolower production costs. The use of jigs and fixtures

can.be justtfied Eor fabricating the chassis and eover,.Che came a parts,/the electronie PC0;4ls, and especially the stitulator array Special

dies. could also be justified to cut out tbhe leather case and to stamp. .

ou,tlight metal pares such as the contact. springs .in the camera housing.

V.,

6.1.2.2 Castings and Moldings

Cast.and molded parts are g nerallyocipver thankmachined parts

because many pieces can be produted at ope,tiMe and practically no material'

is:wasted. Production volume does. not have to be large as the tooling

can.be made to hccoMmodate a minimum number of parts. The Optacon con-
.

tains several parts which could be produced more economically by such

prodesses. For example, the chassis and cover could be of molded high

ffipact.plastic. Likewise the camera housing could be made of molded

plastic and perhaps the optical lenses could be of molded.acrylic instead of

glass. Finally the timulatLr finger plate Could be of 'molded ABS.

/
6.1.2.3 Stamping

0

4 . I

Moderate numbers of thin etal,parts can
i
be.econotically produced bym

..
. .

using a stamping process. Parts can be produced complete. wifb holes in
..

one operationt"EVen specially.shapea holes :can j;ci stamped. Several

6-4 '.

.
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components of the Optacon are amenable to this proceaa. Thy include

many of the'stimulator pieces and the front and rear cover plated and

the contact springs intHe camera.

6.1.2.4 Special Machines
. 0

.

-,, .

u. The use of specialized production machinefy can:be justified. Such

equipment as automatic Screw machines, Numeric Controlled(NC)- milling
,

machines, and turret lathes are valuable in reducing costs on production
,

volume as low as 25 per month. The advantage of these machines lies in

their ability tb'provide rapid metal 'removal and dimensional Control of

parts.- Several of the Dptacon parts can be produced by an automatic

screw machine and the holes. in the Cover and the' chassis can be gang

drilled. _Likewise, thevaFious standoffs for ,the PC boards and several
. .

of the control knobs can also-be i'OdUced-by such equipment. Since the
, .

Optacon 'has only a few,parts.aMenabl to such Ooduction,techniques,

the production cost savings will be s all but still worth going after

for ultimate cost optimization.,

6.1.3 Assembly
'Aok

The major contribution to prOduOtkon coat is the assembly,labar,

\The amount of labor involved depends upon tale following factors.::

The type of product4.on ijne used;. 1

The use of spedial assembly' machines and tooling;

The number of pieces to assemble per unit;

The diffLculty of assembly;

The amount of testing required,.

Examination of the assembly procedures of the Optacon can result cost_ .

savings as this device lendsitselfo several cost saving procedures.

6.1.3.1 Production Line,

With the'productiat rate of 25 a month, an automated product ton

6-.5
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would not be economically feasible. Powever, a multiple station assembly

wilifte would be feasible, Various sub-assemblies like the'pC boards,

stimulator array and camera could be individually assembled and then all

parts brougt together 'for final assembly and testing at the appropriate

time. With a multiple station -arrangement, workers could be trained to /

assemble each component in the most,efficient manner with altesulting

ijcost savings,

6.1.3.2 Assembly Machines and Tooling

The use of specialized assembly machines, fixtures, and tooling caw-
.

!i-ave considerable copts. These devices make asSemblynenasier for

the' worker and consequently increases his productivity: The Optacon has

several sub-assemblies which would be amenable to specialized tooling.

These include the PC boards, the electronics and espeCially the stimulator

array. If specialized.tooling can'be,found for the stimulator array,

oduction costs could be substantially reduced. .A large part of the

total productidncoSts of the, Optacbn lies in the assembly of the elec-
,*,

Cronies and stimulator. The use of special solder tools, jigs and. minia-'

ture tools can provide significant cost, reduction in the assembly of

these compon nts,

6.1.3:3 Numbe, f Pie6eS

The Optacon consists of a large number of individual components

which.must be care ,ully assembled for reliable operation. A reduction

of,the number of pieces would be economically advantageous and'would provide

greater reliability. 'Much of the electronics can be reduced by using

integrated cireUit technology with minitture, specially designed, circuit;

chips tha.replace numerous standard components.' The stimulator array

alsoconsists of a large number, of tiny and delicate parts which are

difficult to assemble. Reduction of the pieces in -the stimulator, array

2 is not easily accomplished. A complete redesign would have o be done,

requiring an extensive development program.
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h.

Assembly Difficulty )

Productiori costs are greatly influenced by the difficulty of assembly.

.

Piets which are difficult to mate because of poor design; or are small.

and delicate, require-More time to assemble than larger parts. The Op-

tacon contains many parts Which present difficulty in assembly.' The

stimulator array is a good example. Not only are ,there many parts but

each one is rather small and difficult to put together with ordinary

tools. The use of special jigs and assembly tools should aid immeasurably

in simplifyiAg assembly:4 AP.

)1,

Oihtr,argas in which. assembly is difficult are the camera and'the.
.

.

lectronic wiring.' Assembly gamgra can be simplJpedn, censoli=:

dating. 'Clie number of.Pieces.by using plasticmoldings will reduce the

-number of fasteners and will simplify-opt ical alignment.

* FS

0.
6.1.3.5 Testing

As an instrument becomes more complext the amount of testing to

ensure reliability increases. The added.cost.due tq testing can be

redUced by more reliable assembly techniquesquiring tighter quality

control-grOcommercial parts, and by. simplifying aS,peMbly. The'Optacon

requires significant amounts of testing to ensure reit:ability. The use'

of assembly jigs and machines cap increase reliability pier manual tech-

niques of aSsembly'and tighter.requirements on some ofthe electronic

parts supRlied,by vendors can alSo increase reliability.-NAt the present

time, many of. the, electronic 'componenes'dO not meet specifications and

must be, tested beforeassembly. Fewer,assembly mistake$ such as incor-
,

-rect wire connections can be expected if the assembly were simplified by

reducing the number of parts.'

677
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6:2 DETAILED'ANALYSIS

,A detailed review of the mechanical hardware of the Optacon has
.41

beeu,made. Cost saving recommendations fOr each part are.given below,

and they should be'Used as a guide in the:production of future uhts.

'12.1 'Detailed Part Review

The following is a part by part analysis of the Optacon with specs-

tic recommendations to lower.production costs.

Part

. 'R=1 Cfiagsis Base

(R1001I-A)

tr.

2. R-1 Wassisi. Cover
(R10010=A)

3. R -1 Chassis BulkhLad,
(R100127A)

4. Clamp, Battery Mod
(R11023-4) a /

it

5. Nameprate----Front
(R10007-A)

Rear Panel,.

(R10008-A)

The tolerantces on some of the switch
mounting holes should be loosened.
The entire housing could be molded
of high' impact plastic, saving fab,
rication costs, eliminating some

1 fasteners and consolidating the
chassis bulkhedd into the chassis
base:

The covershduld be made of molded
high impact plastic without.over-
lapping sides to simplify design.

6
This piece should be molded integrally,

the chassis base, saving,assem-
bly and fabFiCatlon labor.

No.change recommended.

The front nameplate.ghoUld be molded
integrally into the plastic chassis
with raised lettering. If a metal
nameplate is desired, a cutting die
should be used to punch out the
plate.

.No °change tecommepded

r.
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1. huMbscrew Anchor
(R12002-A)

8. Thumbscrew Holdown
(02040-bP-A-B)

. Clamp, Art-Ziy,

(R10009-A)

10. Stimulator Coritrol

(R11001 -A)

Knob

F-C3435

Thispart should be rOlaced with
a commercial spring clamp. "

This part should also be replaced with
a commercial -spring 'cla p. Machinink,
.a spring pin and;'_ a thre ded hold in

the camera housing wou be eliminated..

- A more mechanically, re iabl System
r
would result.'

A stamping should be u ed to lower
costs 'over manual cut ing. methods.

Thi custom fabricate should be
rep lac by a cheaper moldedsPlas,
tic co cial pbinter knob. A' 4
custom mo Jded knob would alsObe. --
the er. thaln,, a machined knob. The

new nob should have a keyed hole
,,.,to -f t ove "a keyed gh'aft. Only

,

titre s tscrew isneeded and the knob
will operae even with the setscrew

/dose. The setscrew.should be,. '-,-

coated' witha sealant liket!LeAliLe"
Lo prevent Loosenin,I.

11. Casing
(R1001(S =A)

r

A cheaper plastic molding shOUld,
be,used for t1O.s part.. This would
allow consolidation with the bayo-
net sleeve.

/

12. Leaf Spring Contact
7-

(R10019-A), The leaf springs should beeconomi-.
rally produced by using the stamp-
ing process.

I

13, Receptor Case
(R11002-A) This part should be cirmOlded plas.-

tic with integral locking elements,,
saving fabrication and aasembly0
costs.

6-9
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14. Sensor Mount
(R11003-A)

. Contact Button
(R11004-A)

W.\24.9 MM Rehromat Lens
(.02079-P-.A-0 4'

17. Locating Lug
(R1100'5 -A)

18. Retina Cover Class
(R11007-A) ,

19. Mirror Mount
(R11009-A)

20. Roller
(R11011-A)-

.gayonet Type Sleeve
(R141.-A)

e4.

22. Leaf Spring Motint
(R11014 -A)

23. First Surface Mirror:
(R11017-A),

in

t

F-C34,35

A Plastic molding should be used
to save fabrication costs.

0, The tight tolerance on the head-
height'shOuld be ,eriminated:as the,-
mAtipg contacts are spring loaded.

0

No change recommended.,

11

This part can be eliminated by
molding locking elements into the
Receptor Case.,

No Change recommended:

The mount should be- integrally
molded with the base block to
reduce fabrication costs and to
eliminate fasteners and alignment
problems.

No design changes are recommen4..6d,
but this part should be produced
On automatic screw machines to
lower' fabrication costs. -

This part. should be:integrally
molded' into the plastic casing to -

reduce fabrieation cost by elimina-
ting fasteners and assembly time:

rr

Again7ffilt-patt should be,mdlded*
integrally with the plastic'c4sing.
and bayonet sleeVe.to reduce fab-
rication costs by eliminating two
fasteners, and assembly time.

No change is recommended for the

6-10



24. Zoom Slider
(R11018-A)

Zoom Button
(R11019-A) )

Schott Filter
CR11020-A)

2 Whs.RAainer
(R11021 -A)-

28. Lens Mount
(R12003-A)-

29. Front-Roller Bearing Block,
(R12004-A)

30 Rear Roller Bearing Block,
(R12005 A1/

Lens Spacer

(02061-P-A-A)

:32. Base Block
N2063-1+,4+-14),

33.. Strain RelieCClamp
(02101-R-B-A)

34. Front End. Block
(R11013-A)

F-C3435

mirror, but a stronger shock and
heat resistant 'epoxy should
used-to.fix the mirror to its

`support.

A molded nglom piece is recommended.

.0%*
The button should be made
nylon to reduce costs.

No change recommended.

411

of'4 molded

This part should be redesigned.of
molded pldstic to snap solidly'
into die lens mount to reduce fab-
rcation cog.ts and increase rens-
bilily. .

The lens mount should be molded'
integrally with the same slider.

No change recommended.

No change recommended.

A molding or stamping is retoMmended..

A plastic molding integral:with..the
-mirror mount is recommended.' Some
of thetolerances.must be loosened
for a molded part.

.A plastic, molded.mart is recommended.

. 6-11
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The front end block should be
molded integrally, with the, base

block to save costs. The tapped
hole for the thumbscrew should be
eliminated by using a commercial



000:.

DusCCover
(02031-P-B-A)

16. Vinyl Cover
(810013 -A)©

Si . Top Plate 1"

(R1001-X)

38. Spacer
(R1002-A)

39. Stimulator Mount.

(02032J-A-A)

40. Finger Plate
(R12001-A)

41. Bimorph
(R14002-A)

6.3 PRODUCTION COST -ESTIMATE

F-C3435

spring clamp to hold the camera.

A stampe metal covet: would be
ideal and should be used t4 save
on fa6ricat' n costs.

C
The Polyvinyl Chloride(PVC) should
be die-stathped to exact specifications

in one operation, saving fabrica-
tion costs.

A molded plastic plate should be
used to lower fabrication costs.
Tolerances on the rectangular
hole appear over - specified.

4

A stamped spacer is recommended.

A stamped' part is recommended.

o

.A molded ABS,part is recommended to
eliminate the extensive machining
cost involved in the drilling of
the 44 holes.

A r design:of .this-element is
desir ble to eliminate the delicate
fabrics ion and assembly procedure
present required; Advances in
the state-of-the-art are requited.

-4_

A reliabtcost' estimate for theOptacon could not be .obtained by

FIRL. The:princiipal reason is that prices on specific electrOnic,hard

ce

,

Ware ould not,be ob,t'ained. Also, a detailed estiMate of. the assembly

time, assemb/Yrproedures,. and quality control procedures is necessary to

develop ay 'able estimate., This information was not available to Filth.

o.

6-12
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Acceptable cost estimates on some of the components were achieved. ,,How-

ever; -these iteMsdo.not constitute a significantoportion of the total.

cost. -Approximately 2/3 of the production cost is. attributed -to the

cost of special electronic components and assembly of the stimulator

array. Without reliable cost estimates of,these two major items, a

reliable cost esteate. cannot be obtained.

A field trip was'made to the production facilities for the Oh9cOn.

A review of the available drawings was also undertaken. In general it

is estimated that a cost of $3500 to $4000 per unit is reasonable and

reflects to a large extent man hours require&-to assemble the unit. Any

effort to 1oWer poductIon costs must concentrate on redesign of the .

component parts to simplify assembly.

6,4 CONCLUSIONS:AND-RECOMMENDATIONS

in reviewing the mechanical design of the Optacon, we feel that

extensive effort has,been made to minimize production costs. Production

Costs can be'lbwered by using molded plastic parts in the camera and

.
housing and.by using stamped metal part -whenever possible. The savings

resulting from:such procedures will be o more than 10%of the production.

costs. Fully 2/3 of the production co ts lie in the assemblb of the

:stimulator and in theelectronics. An effort to substantially reduce

production costs will,

As a result

have to deal wi h;these areas.

analysis of roductioh costs, the followingrecom-,

mendations are made to redude costs.

Molded plastic parts should be used in. the camera and.housing and
metal stampings used yherever posSible,

o' A, major development effort to simplify circuitry and the stimula-

tor array should beistart d.

The Vroduction'rate shoul be increased to allow the'use of more

s-t5"phisticated tooling, f'xturing :and automated assembly devices..

J
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7. /LABORATORY LIFE TESTS

Laborliory llte tests were conducted on. four Optacons,. four' Visual

'Displays and one Cassette Trainer.' Th6se tests were designed ta
,

late actual Use patterns and to.con reSs the time scale in such a manner

is to realisticalIN simula a -e;c -ens,, d7-Ti-Sage in a managelble period of

time. St'e.ps were. taken to ensure that critical components were vigor-

,;usly exercised under user conditions

7.1 TEST RATIONALE AND PROCEDURES .

**A sPeoial jig. was designed to hold and maneuver all four Optacon

camera5 in a manner similar.to'actuari, use: The jig cause'd the Cameras .

.Lo.Continuously move back and iorth.across a sample page of piinted

material with a downward prassure designed to. emulate a human operator.

\

a

s meant that the rollers were proper4eoperated.and the ca eta was
, . \

. .

prese ,t,,ed with actual letters which in turn operated the elect onies in
. 4.,

4 realenSe. Sample paper was periodiyly. changed so thatfi ifferent

electrica'1,\pathWays were excated. ofigure=ZZL:ahowsthe tekt set-up%,

Note,the "Iill.,a0_!Aared over the bimOrph stimdlator. Figute 7'.2 shoWs

the. casting used/to make the simulated. finger'. The Material (RTV) was
ii,

I ''.* \
chosen for itsireasgnable representation of the texture of human .flesh

4/ . k

'the weigAt of a'finger.
7

fed records of operation were generated daily. Weekday schedules \'

shelf storafwitli no chatging from 9:00 AM to 1:00 PM, Tracking

Life eatifrom 1:00 PM to 5:00 PM with no charging and Tracking,Life

, Tes with charging from 5:00. PM to 9. 0 AM. The ,Weekend schedule was a

co tinuoys epetation with charging. Daily, paeekly and monthly test-

ocedurea were carried. out. Tests, wereTperforMed Monday tlirotic*

Friday at 9:00 AM.

were ,also performed

,

When weekly and/or monthly inspections. were duel :they

Ugurs of 6.0ratiop various modesat 0:00 Witil 4
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,comments was recorded. Records were kept of comments directed at .

specific.umits,

7.2 L1FE TEST RESULTS

The. Optacon and Visual Display life tests)were continued for approxi-

ma\ely 100 days.' The Oplacons were operated on4battery power for a total

iii 274 hours and on. the charger/AC adapter for 1899 hours. The cameras.

were scan ed across the printed page, at a rate of 6 inches every 5

.,econds for a total of 209.5 miles.

A special electronic bench, test unit was purchased from TSI for

testing individual-stimulators to determine whether coupling exists

between adjacent bimorphs. Coupling did in fact exist; however, TSI had

already isolated the problem and subsequently recalled all units for

repair. .Tighter quality control hap minimized the problem.

The Cassette Trainers was .operated for a total of 913.5 hours.

Failure was the result of the tape cartridge's stretching to the point
.

tlitere it no. longer wound tight. It eventually "looped" around itself

and bound up.

When units ceased operating, the attery voltage had dropped to

J.0 ' .2 VDC. Normal operation rt-ptslsible at voltages above this level.

All batteries, after extenderusage, failed during the 4 hour period

when the Optacon was traqlang on battery. As calculated in Section 2

(User uation) of this report, th batteries can be expected to last

und,r normal usage and proper-rt....charging.
Jr

UOMMENDAT totik-7.3 SUMMAR

0

Lebo 06,-TJ ',?..rests reflected an epccellent performance record for
4

'1\ the Optacon. The 1 ne problem. .encountered was battery failure. As

t further study shows in this report, battery performance is acceptable.

Nuisance problems such as an occasional "squeaky" roller, are deemed-

minor. However, it should be noted that 'the Laboratory Life Test5 did not

9 S
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1

. \

;,uuject the equipmen to the mechanrcaliShoclo, it receives li6 d.he field
(

c,

Other sections.in lis report highlight!field reliability prbbliims. This
1 .s,

implies that although the'equipment is highly reliable when operate--N d under

ideal conditions and with careful handling,service calls are necessitated
c

.i. it result of the relatively rough f ie11 hajdling.



3.1 METHODOLOGY

Q.

if

C. RELIABILITY

A 'ci'T

f-C4435

This evaluation consisted of an- experimental OterminaZion of

mead- time - between fialuies (MTBF), based do data receil,Ved from -the
Of

test andfromthe educatkon-ev-altiation contractor equipment.-

-A thorough reliability'engineering evaluation-was to be'parformed.

on the Optecon. This was'to Consist of a statisticarstudy of data

collected oa the life test herfoymed on four sam,pkgs and of experimental

data collected from the.1 aducatiOn-evaluation contractor (AIR) performed do
.,..

torty-six eamples.. The Laborato y life_ tests of .`the Optacon (seeSect\on
..

7-Life Tests) did not orcivale'su ficient information to form a realistic
. . .

statistical data base;"andl therefore,.00conclusions can be drawn for.
. - '

the laboratory.MTBF. Ejowever, adequate tield data was accumulated, from
-..

the experiment 1 gs supplte0 by the educattpn_eifaluation contractor.
. . , - .

V c
'In the usual reliability tests, there is a large number of initial-,

failures due io defeftive parts and workmanship. This evaluation, however,.

ii,based upon the 'knowledge that sufficient burn inutime has been performed
,

. ,
.

pat the TSI fattory so fhat,the infant mortality rate has decreaSed to the
...,,. .

point where the unit exhibits a constant failure rate 414.1e in use under
.

Nesting. This statistical evaluation assumes that the units possess

f..deniical characteristics and that they were operated unaei identical --

circumstances.

8.2 RESULTS

The Opiacon field logs supplied each,uniee total operating time,

for each.repdrting period. Table 8-1 shows the total operating time (in

minutes) and total number of failures for each Optacon unit occuring during

the roject. An estimation of 1MnF can be arrived at by dividing the

Cumul tive operating time of all the Optaconshy the cumulative number pf

failures. as shown:

8 -1.
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Tables8-1. Total Operating Time (In Hours)

And. Total Number of Failures for Each Optacon,Unit
During This Project

R- T

12 ,4445

13 1770
14 .60

15 5685
16 3840

17 0

18 1565

19 4350

20, 2240
21 3375
22 2390

23 955
24 5210

25 4000
26 1840

27 3260
28 4875

29 2525
30 2500
31 1910

32 3030

33 2370
34 6350

35 3140

36 3255
037 6220

4o 0

41 2500
42 2390
43 2235
44 543o
45 .4210

F-C3435

F R- T' F

0 46 3665 1

1 47 1580. 1

0 48 1760 2

3 -49 2050 2

1 50 4455 et
2

0 '51. 348o I

1 52 3755 0

1
53 4765 1

- 2 , 54 4255 1

2 55 555 1

2 . 56 4950
0 57 540 2

0 58 1850 2

2

I CUmulative Operating Time = 135345 min 55

4

.2

0

0

ii 11 = 2255.75 hours

Cumulative Number of Failures = 55

0 T = Operating Time (in min) During Project

0

o
F Total Number of Failures iv II

0 R = AIR Serial Nupibers

2

3

1

2

-0
1

0

4.

"8-2
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F-C3435
A

Optacon MTBF Total Hours/Total Failures

= .2255.75/55

Optacon Operating MTBF = 41 hours of Operating between failures.
ri

, .

Similar, calculations can be made. for the visual display and the

tracking aid. Table 8,2 gives tile total amount of minutes each visual

display was in operation and the total number of failures occuring. Table

6-3 shows the same informariTh as applied to the tracking aids under test.

Their estimated MTBF are shown below;

Visual Display Operatin MTBF = 376 hrs.

Tracking Aid Operating MTBF = 155 hrs.

Verification of the estimated operating MTBF was made using standard

reliability mathematical techniques. The field data is described as.

resulting from a time-truncated test. The test assumed immediate replacer

,Went of failed units with the_same constant failure rate. A 90% confi,- c

.
(fence interval can be determined for the MTBF for each of the units

involved. A sample calculatien \''' for the Optacon units follows belpw:

2T Al < 2T 170e.corifidence interval

2 , ,2

(4
,,,3

.

where x
4

cuts off a right-hand tail of ar.".i/2 under the chi-square

distribution with 2K+2 degrees of freedom, while x3 cuts off a left-hand

tail of area A /2 with 2k degrees of freedom.

T = 2255.75, K 7.44, 0.90 confidelice interval

2 (2255.75) <J,1 ' 2 (2255.75)

la7.701 86.792

Therefore, Optacon Operation MTBF falls within the following range:
. .

33 hr <MTBF<52 hr. ,

\

The above MTBF1 calculations reflect actual operation time. A (more

applicable) reliab lity figure can be drawn from the actual (calendar)

time between failu s. This figure take's into account not only the periods,

in which the Optacon were operating, but also accounts for storage,

8--3.
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Tale 8-2. Total Operating Time (In Hour ).And Total
-Number Failultes For Each Visual Display Unit During This Project

3

4

7

8

9
10

11

.12

13

14

15 .
e16

T

1065 0

7425 1

1
4765
4130

---..... 0

, 0

5095 0

1350 .0
6935 0

3535 0
7145 0

055 , 0

865 0

5900 1

4085 0

'3775' 0

4080 L 1

67705 3

Cumulative Operat g Time = . 1128-43 Hours

Cumulative Ntimber of Failures



/ ,

Table 8-3. Total Operating me (In Hours) And,

Total lumber of-FilureS for Eac Tracking Aid Uni

2

3
4

6

-7
8

9
10

11

12

13

14

. 15

16

During

T.

3015
1870
6650
2540
1850
1045

3140

555
2430

v 1760
1170

1260
3095
670
505

Proje t

0

0

-;... 2

..o
.

.0

_ b

.
.

0

0
_
. 0

0

0

.. 0

1

1

0

1.7 ',
13 10r

0
70 0

37215
,

4 i

4,620.25 H rs
/

8-:5
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handling repair time, and shelf This figure is more realistic.

because It accounts {or the damaging aspects of storage and handling.

Since the' test'period was approximately 178 days (until 27 June)

Ole accumulated operating time for the 46 Optacons was 8,010.days. The

estimated-MTBp theref')re:4
-

Optacon calendar MTBF = Total Days/Total Failures.

.. 8,010/55

= 146 days between:

Similar calculations for the Visual'Displays and the Tracking Aids

are as follows:.

Visual Dfsplay Calendar MTBF = s890. day

Tracking Aid d' MTBE = 756 days
.

Again a 90% confidence interval'ean be establiShed for the MTBF of ale

units, as defined above. The calendar MTBF for the Optacon is,bounded

by the interval calculated below.

2 (8010)
137.701

< 2 (8010)
86.792

116 days < < 185 days

i A further breakdown of the MTBF for the Optacon ciao be illustrated-

.
by examining the calendar MTBF for individual impOrtant sections of the

.Optacon itself. Results tabulated below.wert calculated with the same

technic' as.that used for determining the calendar MTBF for the whole

Optacon unit.

Array MTBF

Battery MTBF

=

=

8010/13 failures = 616 days between
failures

8010/4 .= 2002 days

.Power Tithing Board MTBF' = 8010/8 '= 1001 days ..

Comparator/Output Board MTBF = 8010/4' = 2602 days

Camera MTBP- = 8010/11 = 728days

bargerMTBF
I = 8010/8 = 1001 days'

8-6
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8.3 SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

- 'Results generated by this reliability study are questionable at

best. Although sound engineering principles were employed to develop .a

usable model,,the results are inconsistent and suggest that undefined

factors were not taken into account. -.for instance, thr laboratory life

tests proved that the Optacon withstood extended use extremely well while

the field results indicated that with the addition of real life handling,.

repairs were necessitated quite frequently. This_ suggests` that the

equipment does not have sufficient safeguards against handling ancl.environ-

-mental parametes. Hew-ever, our mechanical evaluation subje ted the

Optacon to simulated ,handling and environmental extremes de igned to

uncover specific faults. No faults were apparent. The ratj.onale

for conclusions is limited to conjecture, The most logical and probable
4. .

explanation is,that the equipment was used much more often in -the field

than was reported, 1E seems quite possible that the eqniOnent use was not

limited to the classroom. Oversights in reporting extra se could

account for ;he discrepencies noted, Based upon our con t') olled la
.

results, we are inclined to conclude that the reliability of the Optadon

is good to excellent. Much. more field data is needed for verification

of this conclusion.

8-7
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9. FIELD TRIPS

D.1 OBJECTIVES

FIRL personnel visited each school site three it es. The objective

/1was Lo ascertain that all equipment was in perfect' perating order before

the"Vrogram began, that midway through the prograM
/
all equipment was still

oftrating properly, and that at the end of 'the program, all equipment had

continued to operate properly. In addition;- FIRL personnel interviewed

aaMinistrators, teachers and studen4- to gain insights into user problems..

"Those resultS are reported in Section 2 of-this document. Sites visited
-. .

were: 9
Logan School, PhiladelphiaPennsylvania-
Overbrook School for_the Blind, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania...
Berkeley Unified School District, Berkeley, California
CamObell'Union High School District, Campbell, California.
-Campbell Union Elementary School District; Campbell, California
'Salem Public Schools, Salem, Oregon
Azusa Unified School DistrictAzusa, California
Visalia Unified SchOol District, Visalia, California

.San Diego City Schools, San Diego, California
Chula Vista City. School District, Chula Vista, California
Houston Independent' School District, Houston, Texas:
Cincinnati Public Schools, Cincinnati, Ohio

1 Florida School for the Deaf and Blind, Stf. AuguStine, Florida

Perkins School for the Blind, Watertown, Massachusetts

The field trips enabled FIRL person4,1 to identify real problems,

observe clasproom.usage, advise teachers and students as needed, avoid.

potential problems, alert TSI as to service requirements and to supply

background information for all FIRL task forces. Sites visited offered

a variety of economic and classroom structure settings.

9:2 RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendations based upon information gathered diring the field

trips are interspersed among the appropriate sections Og this report.

9-1
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10. CONCLUSIONS

Potential users, virtually unanimously, reported that the Optacoh

would be very usefu -(in their daily lives. Engineering studies have

proven n is ba ically sound and indications suggest that

it reli stem a houghrfuther data is needed to render this

a firm conclusion.
7

'A ,host bf mi r improvements are krecommerrded by this report Which

would optimize -user convenience and minimize cost in its present, con-
.

figbpration. However, basic flaws not easily correctable include the

fact *at the
.

0 tacon requires two hands fqr operation, it-requires

motivated subjects with fairly sizeable resources Available and unim-

paired tactile senses, and it has an inherent' noise prOblem. 'These basic
,

flaws suggest that further research should beaimed at developing a one

hand-Optacon with an alternate f rm information transfer such as air

puffs or electr'cal stimulation.

These improvements will require advances in the state-of-the-art

.

and ca not be expected'to be available in the near future. Consequently,

the resent Optacon shoUld 15e optimized in conformance with-the recom-

mendhtiOns of this report and concurrently, basic research should be

undertaken to produce,a one hand.dbit with either an alternate form of

information transfer or at leagt a reduction in noise level by reducing

the nmplitude and/or frequency of the bimouh stimulator.
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